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Currently the amount of renewable energy resources is increasing in the energy system. To 

meet the changing requirements, grid structure and market mechanisms need to adapt to the 

new means of energy production. In this study, the main purpose is to explore alternatives 

of electricity market in microgrids. 

 

First of all, an overall evaluation of the changing energy system is provided, as well as an 

overview of the current electricity market of Finland. For localized electricity market, it is 

needed to have peer to peer (P2P) trading possibility which can be enabled for instance by 

Blockchain. Examples of three different Blockchain based microgrid energy markets are 

examined in order to have a better understanding of utilization of Blockchain in P2P trading.  

A localized market may require new or changed actors. The roles of these actors are 

described according to literature. However, they are used only as a guide to understand the 

individual actor’s activities in the market. In practice, roles can be changed or combined into 

different formations according to the situation.  
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Based on the gathered information, different alternative market models are created for 

microgrids. In theory, there can be a high number of possible scenarios for microgrid energy 

markets. However, in the study, six distinctive scenarios are determined according to 

ownership and operation of the microgrid, internal markets, and microgrids’ connections to 

the external market. For each scenario roles of the actors and devices are defined, their 

interactions are illustrated with figures and the balance mechanism is explained. As a result, 

the most outstanding result of the study is that there is not a single market model that can 

apply to all microgrids. With changing structures and expectations of the microgrid, 

optimum market model also changes. 
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NOMENCLATURE  

AC alternative current 

DC direct current 

CIS consumer information system 

DER distributed energy resources 

DSM Demand Side Management  

DSO distribution system operator 

DR demand response 

EA Energy Authority 

EDI Electronic Data Interchange 

EU European Union 

EMS energy management system 

EV electric vehicle 

FCR frequency containment reserves 

FCR-D frequency containment reserve for disturbances 

FCR-N frequency containment reserve for normal operation 

FRR frequency restoration reserves 

Hz hertz 

kW kilowatts 

MDG metered data gateway 

MDW metered data warehouse 

MO microgrid operator 

MW megawatt 

MWh megawatt hour 

OTC Over the Counter 

PEV plug-in electric vehicle 

PMU power management unit 

PoS proof of stake  

PoW  proof of work 

P2P peer to peer 

RR Replacement Reserves 

TSO transmission system operator 

TWh Terawatt hour 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The European Union (EU) decided to support improvements of climate change with some 

national targets.  According to the 2030 climate and energy package, taking the year 1990 

as the reference year, greenhouse gases need to be reduced by 40%, the share of renewables 

in energy production need to raise by 27% and EU’s energy efficiency need to be improved 

by 27%. (European Commission, 2016) 

 

In order to accomplish the EU goals, the Finnish government supports renewable energy 

production. In addition, bad economic situation and overproduction lead average power 

prices decline while price variation increases. In 2015, many condensing power plants, 

which implies big producers, were shut down due to low electricity prices. Meanwhile, quite 

many new power plants have been built. New companies which have come into the market 

are mainly related to wind power. (Energy Authority 2016)  

 

The transition towards new renewable sources of energy means that energy production is 

becoming more dependent on the weather, and therefore more unpredictable and 

intermittent. As the main product of the electricity market; electricity has some challenging 

features because of its continuous flow characteristic. Moreover, increase in the amount of 

renewables make the market even more challenging in respect to keep the balance and cause 

new market players such as aggregators to emerge. 

 

With rapid changes in the system, it does not seem possible to continue with the existing 

electricity market model without problems. The existing market can face challenges with 

handling high amount of renewables. Poor price transparency in balancing market is seen as 

another problem, because market players who participate in the DR cannot see the prices 

until the end of operation in balance market. In addition, size limitations for attendance in 

balancing market is seen as an important problem too.  For that reason, there should be some 

changes in the market to continue its operations hassle-free. (Sihvonen-Punkka 2016) 

 

This thesis aims to provide market concepts that can be considered as a solution for these 

emerging problems. In the thesis, instead of the traditional grid, system is assumed to consist 

of microgrids and accordingly market models are designed for microgrids. Newly developed 

market structures can provide alternatives for short-term and long-term demand-supply 

https://www.energiavirasto.fi/documents/10191/0/National+Report+2016+Finland+1518-601-2016.pdf/061a4522-d540-4870-a72c-80ce72a84b15
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balancing. Especially during times when there is too much energy produced (a sunny and 

windy day) and when there is lack of energy (a dark day with no wind) require the new 

market model to also comprise demand side management and innovative energy storing 

solutions such as car batteries. 

 

The created market models should be flexible enough to support distributed energy 

production. In addition, the market mechanism should be strengthened by providing a 

transparent and secure record of each transaction. Energy transactions are expected to be 

within the microgrid and between the microgrids. At this point Blockchain technology 

becomes a part of the market design by means of its database structure. In such a complex 

market system Blockchain can increase price transparency and security. 

 

1.1 Objectives 
The main objective of this work is to explore possible market models for a decentralized 

environment. For that reason, microgrids will be used as the grid structure instead of the 

conventional grid. Microgrids utilize smart grid features in a small part of the distribution 

system and make it capable for autonomous operation. It consists of distributed energy 

generation resources (solar, wind, hydro etc.), load and storages. With increasing demand 

for renewable energy production, microgrids become more popular and common.  

 

As the main objective of this work is to localize the energy market, it requires the creation 

of new, feasible market models for trading microgrid resources. The tradings can occur 

within the grid or between microgrids. The resources that are traded refer to small-scale 

renewable energy production, battery storage and demand response. In the scenarios P2P 

market may be used by actors to trade between each other. For P2P tradings Blockchain 

technology can be used. For this purpose, utilization and the role of Blockchain will be 

explored in microgrid applications by the means of literature survey. Blockchain technology 

plays a vital role by allowing P2P electricity trading in microgrids. Consequently, it may not 

be needed to have an intermediary party when selling or buying electricity. Same thing 

applies for balance management; it can rely on market mechanism for balance management 

instead of a central party. 
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New market structure may require additional activities, actors and new market concepts. 

Different market actors and their roles will be studied based on literature research and their 

necessity in the market will be discussed later in the scenarios. Even though, there is an 

emphasis on climate target in national energy policies it shouldn’t be forgotten that the 

primary objective of the energy sector is to ensure continuous balance between production 

and consumption. A sharp increase in variable generation tends to weaken the security of 

electricity supply because of unreliability feature of renewable recourses. For that reason, 

balance mechanism plays a vital role in energy system. 

  

In order to provide a better understanding of market models in microgrids, six different 

scenarios will be created. The scenarios will show how market models change with varying 

conditions. Reference points of each scenario will be based on the owner of grid 

infrastructure, allowance of internal markets and connection to external market. The 

scenarios will be analyzed based on their required market actors and their roles, actor 

interactions and finally working principles of balance mechanism. 
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2. OVERVIEW OF FINNISH ELECTRICITY MARKET 
An electricity market enables market players to purchase or sell power through their bids 

and offers. It does not only form the buying and selling part but also ensures the balance, for 

that reason, electricity market comprises whole flow process (production, selling, 

transmission, distribution) of electricity. The Finnish electricity market is a part of the Nordic 

electricity market system and it consists of wholesale and retail markets. Moreover, 

wholesale market can also be divided into two parts: the physical market and the financial 

market. 

 

The electricity market can be described as a mechanism that arises from many interconnected 

subsystems. The market platform plays an essential role in the system for trading. However, 

the strong impact of transmission and distribution systems that are responsible for 

transferring magnificent amounts of electricity also cannot be ignored. Insufficiency of any 

part would affect the whole system and result in disturbances, for that reason all subsystems 

must work properly and try to secure the balance. 

 

Until the year 1995 the electricity market in Finland was regulated. In regulated business; 

all power system (generation, selling, transmission and distribution) was based on 

monopoly. In 1995, with establishment of Electricity Market Act, the first step was taken for 

an efficiently functioning electricity market. The purpose of this Act was to ensure the 

security of supply at high-standards and affordable prices. Additionally, it paved the way for 

electricity import and export. The freedom to choose electricity supplier was initiated by 

being applied to users of over 500 kilowatts (kW), however it also has covered smaller users 

starting from 1997. (Karkkainen et al. 2001, Energy Authority 2016) 

 

Finland joined the Swedish/Norwegian market in 1998, thereby opening the market to 

competition. Electricity market deregulation has replaced the inefficient monopoly in 

electricity generation and selling with competition. However, transmission and distribution 

sectors remained as a natural regulated monopoly since it was already the most efficient way 

(Karkkainen et al. 2001). A government authority namely, Energy Authority regulates the 

Finnish electricity sector. The main purpose of EA is to follow the prices and ensure the 

equality of treatment towards customers and competitors (Energy Authority 2016). 
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2.1 Market Players and Functions 
There are several market players with different responsibilities and purposes in the Nordic 

electricity markets. The definitions of the market players are the same in the four Nordic 

countries, but numbers differ in each country. The market players acting in this environment 

have cooperative and competitive behavior. On one hand, common goals, such as system 

security and reliability lead them to cooperation. On the other hand, they also have 

antagonistic goals as each player has a specific individual goal, namely aiming at 

maximizing profit, which leads to a competitive behavior. 

 

2.1.1 Transmission System Operator (TSO) 

Electricity system operation is licenced by Electricity Market Authority and licence holder 

is required to have the technical, organizational and economic capabilities to carry out 

system operations. There is only one TSO in each Nordic country and the TSO in Finland is 

the grid company Fingrid which is owned partly by the Finnish State with 71 per cent and 

partly by Finnish insurance companies with 29 per cent. Fingrid transmits 82 per cent of the 

electricity consumed in Finland, is also one of the most cost efficient TSOs worldwide 

(Energy Authority 2016, Fingrid 2016). 

 

According to the Market Act the TSO is first and foremost responsible for the duties of 

operating, maintaining and developing the high-voltage transmission grid system and 

connecting to other systems in case of need. Security and reliability of the electricity supply 

and efficiency of the grid are also obligations for TSO. The transmission system operator is 

one of the main actor of electricity market because, in addition to technical operation, TSO 

is also responsible for implementing market rules (Electricity Market Act 2004). 

 

TSO’s task also covers information exchange between the market players for electricity 

trade. It works in cooperation with market players and other TSOs in order to develop a 

functional and accurate information exchange system. TSO also needs to ensure transparent 

and non-discriminatory access of third parties to the grid (Fingrid 2016). 

 

The TSO fulfills responsibility to maintain real time balance in all market conditions. 

Keeping the balance technically refers to a stable frequency which is determined as 50 Hertz 

(Hz). Fingrid has created a common Nordic balancing market together with other TSOs in 
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the region, managing cross-border connections between Finland and Sweden, Estonia, 

Russia and Norway. The core task of Fingrid is to ensure network functionality with 

automatic and manual reserves in imbalance situations. After the operation time Fingrid is 

responsible for balance settlement (Fingrid 2016). 

 

2.1.2. Distribution System Operator (DSO) 

Even though the name indicates a system operation, DSOs around Europe are not authorized 

for system operation and not involved in balance management. The main function of the 

distribution system operator is to transfer electricity from a transmission line or a power 

plant to the customer and maintain the distribution lines.  In Finland, the distribution system 

is a regional monopoly business and likewise TSO Fingrid, distribution system is regulated 

by EA.  Distribution operation covers a large number of (around 80) distribution companies 

that are owned by local energy companies, municipalities and private investors. Distribution 

companies’ profit is regulated and it depends, among other issues, on the amount of 

investment done for the system. (Energy Authority 2016) 

 

The distribution system plays an essential role in the energy sector hence the quality of 

electricity is directly dependent on the distribution system’s quality. In addition, 90% of 

power outage which cause high economic impact, is caused from failures in the distribution 

system. Moreover, for a small scale customer 30 per cent of the electricity price belongs to 

the distribution system. In other words, it has a significant effect on overall electricity price. 

Because of high cost and long life time features of the distribution system, proper network 

planning is a vital factor. Safety is another important factor because most of the distribution 

lines are located in the middle of society. (Partanen 2015) 

 

2.1.3 Market Operator, Nord Pool Spot 

Market operator provides a trading platform for stakeholders with certain rules that covers 

all market members. Nord Pool Spot is the nominated Electricity Market Operator in 15 

European countries including Finland. It is responsible for calculation of system and area 

price based on supply, demand and transmission capacity on Elspot day-ahead market. In 

addition to Day- ahead market, market operator also provides intraday Elbas market for 

physical trading contracts (Nord Pool Spot 2017). 
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 2.1.4 Producer 

As the name indicates, producers are responsible for electricity production and offer their 

production to wholesale markets either through spot market or Over the Counter (OTC) 

markets. In actual delivery time, producers are also able to sell electricity to the TSO in the 

regulating power market. The main goal of a producer is to maximize the profit from 

production. In Finland producers account to 150 power plants in large-scale and currently 

almost the whole energy system is based on large scale production.  Some of the main 

producers in Finland are, FORTUM, PVO and Helen Oy. (Energy Authority 2016) 

 

In 2016, Finland consumed 85.1 terawatt hours (TWh) of electricity. The main energy source 

was renewable energy with 45 per cent while total import accounted 22.3 per cent of the 

electricity mostly from Sweden and Russia. Other energy resources in the electricity 

production are nuclear power, coal, natural gas etc. (Finnish Energy 2017) 

 

2.1.5 Retailer/ Supplier  

In the wholesale market, the retailer buys electricity from producers and sells it to end users. 

Since 1998 the Finnish electricity retail market is liberalized which implies to consumers 

freedom of choice regarding electricity retailers. In contrast to the old system, in the 

liberalized market, consumer have contracts both with a distribution company and a retailer 

company and if the retailer company and DSO companies are different, the customer 

receives two bills. 

 

In the same way as other market players, the main purpose of the retailer is also to ensure 

the profitability of business. In addition to that, customer satisfaction is also very important 

for the retailer’s business. In Finland, there are 72 retailers in order to serve approximately 

3.3 million customers. The retailer business is a small business area with low profit and high 

risks. For that reason, prospering risk management is an essential part of the retailing 

business. In order to prevent high price risk, the retailer also buys financial products which 

refers to a fixed price for the delivery day. (Energy Authority 2016) 
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2.1.6. Trader & Broker 

A trader is a player who owns the electricity during the trading process. For example, the 

trader may buy electricity from a producer and subsequently sell it to a retailer. The trader 

may also choose to buy electricity from one retailer and sell it to another retailer and so forth: 

there are many routes from the producer to the end user. 

 

The brokers play the same part in the electricity market as the estate agent in the property 

market. The broker does not own the commodity – he acts as an intermediary. 

A retailer may, for example, ask the broker to find a producer who will sell a given amount 

of electricity at a given time. 

 

2.1.7 Customer/ End-user 

The final destination of produced electricity is the end users. Energy consumed in Finland is 

consumed half by industrial and half by residential customers. Customers in Finland are free 

to choose their electricity supplier and the type of source the electricity is produced from, 

such as renewable or nonrenewable. 

 

Even though Finnish customers are free to choose their retailer, it is not as common as in 

other Nordic countries to switch the retailers (Annala 2015). In other words, Finnish 

customers do not show a very active characteristic in the retail market, although they are a 

part of the market.  

 

2.1.8 Demand Side Management (DSM) 

DSM is an essential part of balance management and will have a more important role in the 

system as the amount of intermittent energy generation increase. DSM covers both energy 

efficiency and demand response (DR) actions. Main aim of DSM is not necessarily to 

decrease the amount of energy in total but more about managing the congestions that occur 

in the network. (Palensky et al. 2011)  

 

Finland has already had a 9% energy saving target to achieve during 2008-2016 (Finland’s 

National Energy Efficiency Action Plan NEEAP-3 2014). However, with the Paris 

Agreement, Finland, like all European countries agreed on a common efficiency target. In 
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order to reach the Europe’s 2030 energy efficiency targets, 27% energy savings must be 

accomplished. (European Commission 2016) 

 

DR is an action of shifting the load from an hour to another period of time. The reason for 

shifting the load can be either lack of supply to satisfy the demand or grid congestions. DR 

is a fundamental part of DSM because of the fact the amount of renewable resources are 

increasing and correspondingly fluctuation in the energy system is increasing. Currently, in 

Finland large scale demand response of electricity, which comes from the industrial sector 

such as forestry and the metal and chemical industries has been largely activated. However, 

in the commercial and residential sectors there is still a great potential which has not been 

used. Half of the electricity in the country is used by industry and the other half in 

agricultural, residential and commercial sectors. (Fingrid 2016) 

 

Finland is a front runner in smart meter installation. Finnish state required upon 80 per cent 

of smart meter installation by the year 2013.  However, DSO companies exceed the limit 

with installing smart meters to all customers. (Energy Authority 2015) In other words, 

required infrastructure for load control and accordingly DR activation is already available 

(Tuunanen et al. 2016). Currently, demand response can participate in eight different market 

places. There are different restrictions for each market place in respect to type of contract, 

bid size, activation time and so on (Fingrid 2016). On the table below demand response 

market places and their technical requirements are presented.  
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Table 1: Technical Details of DR Trading (Fingrid, 2016). 

 

 

2.2 Wholesale Market 
The Finnish electricity wholesale market is part of the North European power market. 

Finland forms an integrated wholesale electricity market with Denmark, Norway, Sweden, 

Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia. Moreover, the Nordic market has been price coupled with the 

North Western European electricity market since February 4, 2014. (Nord Pool Spot 2016) 

 

The Nordic power market consists of wholesale and retail markets. Electricity purchase and 

sale bids take place in the wholesale market. Moreover, wholesale market consists of several 

markets: physical market (physical products) and financial market (financial products). In 
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Nord Pool Spot the wholesale electricity price refers to a system price which is determined 

by the intersection of demand and supply curves in the common market. (Energy Authority 

2016) Moreover, market prices vary according to weather, hydropower availability, 

transmission capacity and nuclear power production capacity. 

The physical market is the place where physical delivery follows trading. It is divided into 

two groups: day-ahead-market (Elspot) and intraday market (Elbas). In Elspot market 

auctions continue until 12 o'clock at noon, for the delivery of electricity on the next day. 

Elspot use system price and prices chance according to supply and demand. In contrast to 

Elspot market, in Elbas market auctions continue until 45 minutes before the operation hour. 

All market players are responsible with balance of system before actual operation time and 

they try to estimate the accurate amount of electricity to be bought or sold. Even though 

Elspot and Elbas markets are used for keeping the balance, things usually do not go as 

planned and TSO handles differences during the operation time. (Nord Pool Spot 2016) 

 

NASDAQ Commodities OMX, allows market participants for financial market tradings. The 

main products of the financial market are futures, DS futures, options and EPADs. Most 

common financial market products are Futures and DS futures. Futures differ from DS 

futures by the duration of the contract. Futures contract’s period changes from a day to week 

while DS futures contract period varies from a month to a quarter. Both Futures and DS 

futures contracts are settled by cash against the Nordic system price during the delivery 

period. For Futures, settlement involves both a daily market settlement and a final spot 

reference cash settlement, after the expiry date of contract while for DS Futures, the market 

settlement is handled in the end of the trading period. 

 

Producers and retailers sell/buy financial products in order to prevent price fluctuation risks. 

Increase in the price of electricity creates a risk for the retailer while decrease in the price 

creates a risk for the producer. When a market player is buying or selling a financial product 

they should indicate the size and duration of the product. In the financial market, Elspot 

market price is used as reference price and in order to make the contract, both seller and 

buyer must agree on the price. Moreover, financial market products can be bought and sold 

before the delivery time begins. It should be noted that a financial market does not lead to a 
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physical delivery. If one asks for the physical delivery of electricity he/she should 

purchase/sell it through Nord Pool Spot. 

 

2.3 Retail Market 
Electricity that is bought in wholesale market is sold to smaller consumers in retail market. 

In a liberalized electricity retail market, consumers have two contracts: a distribution 

contract with DSO and a supply contract with retailer, previously they only had a contract 

with their distribution companies (DSOs). The distribution contract essentially concerns all 

distribution and metering issues. The supply contract essentially concerns the electricity 

commodity itself. The supply contract regulates the relationship between suppliers/retailers 

and consumers. 

 

There is an increasing demand for data exchange in the liberalized electricity retail market. 

Previously, individual consumers had only one relationship to one single electricity 

distribution company who was responsible for both transportation and retail of electricity. 

After the market liberalization, the distribution companies are separated into grid companies 

and electricity suppliers/retailers. The free choices of suppliers/retailers in and outside 

consumers' local area increases the complexity of the electricity market structure. 

 

Electricity transmission system operator Fingrid, has a plan for communication in electricity 

retail market called Datahub. It is planned to start operation in 2019. Datahub is an 

information exchange system which is seen as a “step towards the future electricity market” 

(Fingrid 2016). The aim of project is to simplify retailer/supplier changing procedure by 

having a central entity. However, its centralized structure creates some doubts for being a 

right step to the future system, since future energy system requires a decentralized structure 

in respect to reliability. 

 

2.4 Balancing Power Market 
In the Nordic countries the balancing power market is managed by the TSOs. In Finland, 

TSO; Fingrid is in charge of managing the balancing power market in order to keep the 

frequency stable in the transmission grid. The reason why Fingrid operates the balancing 

power market is that it does not have its own regulating power capacity which is enough to 

regulate the whole system. (Fingrid 2016) 
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Production and load holders can submit bids to the balancing power market concerning their 

capacity which can be regulated. A balancing bid must contain some certain information 

such as amount of power (MW), price (€/MWh) means of capacity (production or 

consumption), transmission area where the offered resource is located and name of resource 

for example, power plant and type of production. (Fingrid 2016) 

 

In order to be able to participate in regulating the power market balance, responsible parties 

must have a balance service agreement with Fingrid or they can participate through their 

balance responsible party. The electricity, which is traded in this way by TSO and selected 

market players, is called balancing power. In balancing power market, market players offer 

production or consumption capacity to TSOs during the actual operation day, offers are 

accepted until 45 minutes before the operating hour and they are required to be activated in 

full in 15 minutes. (Fingrid 2016) 

 

In case consumption exceeds the generation, the frequency of the alternating current will 

fall to a value below 50 Hz. For Fingrid, the frequency to decrease until 49.9, if the 

frequency decreases more, the TSO must ensure that producers deliver more electricity to 

the grid or consumers reduce the consumption. In other words, the TSO buys more 

electrical power from producers who have proclaimed excess generation capacity. This 

process refers to “up regulation”. 

 

On the other hand, the generation of electricity may also exceed the consumption. In this 

case, the frequency will rise to a value above 50 Hz. Under this circumstance the TSO must 

ensure that producers reduce the generation of electricity or consumers increase the 

consumption. This process refers to “down regulation”. In the down regulation stage, TSO 

is selling electrical power to the producers – thereby causing the producers to reduce their 

generation. 

 

The balancing power market currently applies a marginal pricing principle and one-hour 

resolution. During up-regulating hours the bids are arranged in a way that the most affordable 

bid is used first. The up-regulation price is defined with the highest accepted up-regulation 

offer which is at least Finland’s area (Elspot FIN) price and down-regulation price is 
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obtained with the cheapest accepted down-regulation offer; which is not higher than Elspot 

(FIN) price. Currently, in Finland, the minimum offer size is fixed to 10 MW however there 

are plans to decrease the limit to lower levels. (Fingrid 2016) 

 

2.5 Power Reserves 
In Finland the power reserves are managed by the Finnish transmission system operator 

Fingrid.  The power reserves play an essential role in a safe and stable electricity market 

environment. Fingrid divides its power reserves into three different categories according to 

their purposes; Frequency Containment Reserves (FCR), Frequency Restoration Reserves 

(FRR) and Replacement Reserves (RR) however, RR are not used in the Nordic power 

system. (Fingrid 2016) 

 

The purpose of the first category, FCRs, is continuous control of frequency. As can be seen 

on the figure 1, Frequency Containment Reserves are also divided into two within the group. 

Frequency Containment Reserve for Normal operation (FCR-N) is used in normal conditions 

to keep the frequency at determined levels, to be more specific, within the range of 49.9 – 

50.1 Hz. On the other hand, Frequency Containment Reserve for Disturbances (FCR-D) is 

only used to substitute generation when an unexpected disconnection occurs in generation 

or interconnection. (Fingrid 2016) 

 

Figure1: Reserve products in Finland (Fingrid 2016) 
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TSO, Fingrid can purchase both FCR-N and FCR-D from the domestic market, the 

international Russian and Estonian HVDC links and other Nordic countries. Operators can 

only offer their capacities if it is located in Finland and fulfills yearly and/or hourly market 

requirements. Even though, both markets have the same technical requirements, and both 

markets trade in FCR-N and FCR-D separately there are some differences between the yearly 

and hourly markets. (Fingrid 2016) The principle differences of markets are described on 

the table below.  

 

Table 2: Differences between the yearly and hourly markets (Fingrid 2016) 

Yearly market Hourly market 

Bidding competition organised once a year 

(autumn). 

A reserve owner can participate in the hourly 

market by making a separate agreement with 

Fingrid. This does not require making a 

yearly agreement. 

In the middle of a contractual period, it is 

not possible to enter by making a yearly 

agreement for reserve maintenance. 

Possible to enter the hourly market even in 

the middle of the year. 

The amount based on reserve plans is 

bought in total. 

TSO buys only required amount of reserve. 

Reserve plans must be submitted the 

previous day by 6 pm (EET). 

Bids for the hours in the following 24-hour 

period must be submitted by 6.30 pm (EET). 

The operator is obliged to maintain the 

reserve it sells to the yearly market within 

the framework of its free capacity after 

ELSPOT market. 

Reserve owners may submit daily offers for 

their reserve capacity. An operator that has a 

yearly agreement may participate in the 

hourly market only if it has supplied the 

reserve amount specified in the yearly 

agreement in full. 

Fixed price is valid throughout the year. 

This is set based on the most expensive bid 

approved for the yearly market. 

Payment is set based on the most expensive 

bid used separately for each hour. 
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Frequency Restoration Reserves (FRR) are used to bring the frequency to its normal level 

and release activated Frequency Containment Reserves back into use. Automatic Frequency 

Restoration Reserve (FRR-A) which is a part of FRR is introduced to the power system in 

2013. FRR-A is a centralized automatically activated reserve that aims to restore the 

frequency to the nominal level. FRR-A is activated with a power change signal that is 

calculated based on frequency deviation in the Nordic synchronized area and sent by the 

TSO.  Manual Frequency Restoration Reserve (FRR-M) which is the other branch of FRR 

is used to control power balancing both in normal and disturbance situations. Activation of 

FRR-M is done manually by Fingrid’s Main Grid Control Centre. Technical requirements 

such as minimum bid size and activation time for all reserve products are presented on the 

Table 1. 

 

Even though countries trade between each other for meeting reserve obligations, a part of 

reserves must still be maintained nationally. The main reason behind this requirement is to 

ensure electricity production and consumption in balanced at each hour. In other words, the 

frequency should also be maintained in situations of island operation. Under normal 

conditions, the maximum amount of reserves that can be purchased from other Nordic 

countries is 1/3 of the obligations for frequency containment reserves. (Fingrid, 2014) On 

Table 3 details of Fingrid’s reserve sources are illustrated. 

 

Table 3: Fingrid’s reserve resources (Fingrid 2016) 
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3. BLOCKCHAIN AND MICROGRID 
In this chapter there will be explanation of Blockchain technology and its different 

generations; Bitcoin Blockchain and Smart Contracts. In addition to that consensus 

algorithms; Proof of Work and Proof of Stake will be compared. These mining algorithms 

play an essential role in security of Blockchain and have a great impact on efficiency and 

cost of Blockchain. Moreover, microgrid will be discussed because of the fact that emerging 

system has a microgrid structure. 

 

3.1 Blockchain 
Blockchain is a type of distributed database that stores a ledger of transaction data. The most 

significant feature of Blockchain is that it is a trustless system. In other words, in order to do 

tradings or transactions, one party does not have to trust the other party. For that reason, it 

is defined as ‘Trustless Trust’. (Werbach 2016) 

 

The reason behind the trust is that Blockchain records all data securely and it is accessible 

to all participants. In other words, everyone has access to the same software and everyone 

also has the whole record history. This means that, as long as they do not control more than 

51 percent of the mining power, no untrustworthy actors can undermine the integrity of the 

system. (Buterin 2015) 

 

The first Blockchain was developed in the financial sector to serve as the basis for the 

cryptocurrency “Bitcoin”. In the second stage Blockchain is used as “Smart Contract”.  It is 

made between an energy producer and a consumer in order to regulate autonomously and 

securely supply the payment. In the case that customer is to fail to make the payment, the 

smart contract can stop the power supply automatically. Ethereum represents a typical 

example for this type of Blockchain concept. (PwC global power & utilities 2016) 

 

The working principles of Blockchain is almost same in all applications in theory. However, 

it should also be considered that the energy sector differs from the financial industry as 

electricity is not a financial but a physical product. For that reason, in the energy sector 

transactions not only consist of values and information, but also the trading of energy which 

requires delivery with network infrastructure. In addition to transactions, Blockchain can be 

used also for documentation of ownership, metering and consumption billing. 

http://searchoracle.techtarget.com/definition/distributed-database
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Even though, Blockchain technology is accepted as a secure system by a large group, 

transaction speed is not at a level to satisfy everyone. Confirmation of transactions for Smart 

Contracts can reach up to 20-30 transactions per second while Bitcoin requires at least 10 

minutes for a single transaction (Buterin 2016 and Bird 2016). Despite the fact that technical 

transaction time requirement for Bitcoin is determined as 10 minutes, in practice it varies 

from 15 minutes to 7 hours. (Blockchain.info 2017) 

 

In order to understand the working principles of Blockchain, it is essential to understand 

bitcoin. In this chapter, in addition to proving general information about Blockchain, the 

working principles of Bitcoin and Smart Contracts will be described. Furthermore, some 

examples of Blockchain application in microgrids around the World will be represented. 

 

3.1.1 Bitcoin Blockchain 

The Bitcoin concept (A purely peer-to-peer electronic cash system) was published for the 

first time in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto (believed to be an allonym). In 2009, Bitcoin was 

first time implemented as a cryptocurrency which is a decentralized currency combining 

established primitives for managing ownership through public key cryptography with a 

consensus algorithm for keeping track of who owns coins. (Nakamoto 2008) 

 

This digital currency that is produced by a public network rather than  a government, has 

grown in popularity since the very beginning of its implementation. The aim of bitcoin was 

to allow online payments to be sent directly from one party to another without going through 

a third party such as a bank. Since bitcoin is based on cryptographic techniques, it allows 

one to be sure the received money is genuine, even if the sender is not trusted. (Crosby et 

al.2015) 

 

“We have proposed a system for electronic transactions without relying on trust. We started 

with the usual framework of coins made from digital signatures, which provides strong 

control of ownership, but is incomplete without a way to prevent double-spending’’ (Satoshi 

Nakamoto) 

 

It chronologically records and links every transaction made across the network, making 

Bitcoin more secure and keeping authentications decentralized. Blockchain is the reason 

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/digital
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/digital
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/produce
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/public
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/public
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/rather
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/government
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Block_chain
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why Bitcoin can exist and transactions using it can be trusted. In spite of the fact that 

Blockchain was created for Bitcoin in the financing sector, it soon became attractive for 

various sectors such as health, energy, music and so on. 

 

Figure 3 illustrates the working concept of the Bitcoin- Blockchain. If someone wants to 

send money with Bitcoin, they simply write the amount and send. There are miners in around 

the whole world who work on finding out about the accuracy of the transaction. The first 

miner who finds out the truth and validates the block will be rewarded with Bitcoin. 

However, the main purpose of the miner is to manage the ledger not to make money hence 

the amount is not profitable. After validation, that block can then will be linked to the 

previous block and reach the receiver. 

 

Bitcoin requires a signature which is based on math for each transaction to prove that it was 

created by the true account owner. The signature cannot be copied or used for multiple 

transactions, it is unique to each transaction. Everyone in the system can check the signatures 

and an increase in the number of people doesn’t endanger the safety but increases it. In the 

case that someone wants to hack the Blockchain they have to hack not only one block but 

the whole chain and not on one computer but from all the computers at the same time. 

 

Figure 2: Working Principles of Bitcoin-Blockchain (Wild et al. 2015). 
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3.1.2 Smart Contracts (Ethereum) 

Smart Contract is seen as the second generation of Blockchain that enables and executes the 

negotiation of a contract. This piece of software advances utilization of Blockchain from a 

simple ledger to automatically perform multi party agreements. Any user of the system can 

create a contract with their own rules and specifications. With Blockchain’s recording 

system once the contract is fixed, it will not be possible to change it. Working principles of 

Smart Contract is partly similar to Bitcoin, however there are also some significant 

differences. First and foremost, in Bitcoin, transaction can be done only by an external entity 

controlled by a private key, while a Smart Contract transaction can also be created by a 

contract account. A contract account has its own code stored with account and controlled by 

the code. Secondly, Smart Contract transaction can contain data as well as value. Thirdly, if 

the receiver of a transaction is a contract, it can also return a response to the message unlike 

Bitcoin.  

 

A Smart Contract account includes a program code that is executed whenever it receives a 

message from an external user or another contract. While executing the code, the contract 

can read from or write to its storage file that is located on the public Blockchain. Each 

contract has a nonce. The nonce is a counter that secures uniqueness of transactions. Finally, 

a contract also includes an account balance where it can receive value or send value to other 

user or contracts. (Delmolino et al. 2015) 

 

Ethereum, most popular example for Smart contracts, can be used for various utilities from 

health to voting. Ethereum is a Blockchain created with a built-in turing-complete 

programming language which has a more complex structure than Bitcoin software and gives 

more options to its users. Likewise Satoshi Nakamato’s Bitcoin, founder of Ethereum; 

Vitalik Buterin, also used proof of work method in order to prevent double spending. 

However, proof of work is a high cost concept for that reason there are new methods 

emerging like proof of stake. In order to have a low cost and high speed mining, it is expected 

that Ethereum will also rely on proof of stake in the future. (Buterin 2015) 

 

For transection of messages, in addition to receiver, sender and sending data information, 

Startgas and Gasprice values are also required. The Gasprice refer to the fee to pay to the 

miner per computational step which is set by the creator of the transaction. The main purpose 
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of gasprice is to limit the amount of work that is needed to execute the transaction. Startgas 

is used to prevent infinite loops in code. Startgas defines a limit to how many computational 

steps of code execution it can create. (Buterin 2015) 

 

There are many benefits of Blockchain based smart contracts. First and foremost a smart 

contract offers speed and accuracy in business. In addition, the risk of manipulation, 

nonperformance, or errors can be eliminated with decentralized process of execution. Like 

in Bitcoin, Smart contracts also does not require third-party intermediaries for trust. 

Accordingly, smart contracts may reduce costs since less human intervention and fewer 

intermediaries are required. Finally, Smart Contracts can create new business or operational 

models with peer-to-peer renewable energy trading or automated access to vehicles and 

storage units. (Ream et al. 2016) 

 

3.2 Proof of Work and Proof of Stake 
Proof of work (PoW) and proof of stake (PoS) are different algorithms to manage consensus 

for cryptocurrencies. PoW is the first algorithm that is used to achieve consensus on a block 

that will be added to the Blockchain. One of the most common Blockchain application; 

Bitcoin’s security relies on a PoW algorithm. For proof of work, miners try to solve 

exceptionally difficult math problems in order to ensure the validity of the new block, they 

continuously run hashing algorithms to validate transactions. At the end, miners are 

rewarded with digital currency for their solutions.   

 

Miners aren’t able to cheat the PoW algorithm because security of the network is supported 

by physical resources: mining is done through a specialized hardware; a GPU or ASIC and 

electricity to power the hardware (Bitcoinmining.com 2016). Attackers will only be 

successful if they own significant computational resources (51% of all) (Buterin 2016). Even 

though PoW provides a secure system, it also requires a high amount of power to run the 

computers that calculate different potential solutions. As a result, miners have a significantly 

high energy costs which makes PoW unappealing and cause system users to seek for another 

solution. (O’Dwyer et al. 2014) 

 

PoS is emerged as an alternative to PoW. The main advantages of proof of stake over proof 

of work is the price of computations. PoS algorithm is not seen as a truly mining mechanism 
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but instead relies on virtual mining or so called “minting”. Minting is described as holding 

coins and generating blocks though Proof of Stake. In other words, users need to prove their 

ownership on their stake. People who validates the block is called validator instead of miner. 

Peercoin is the first coin that uses PoS algorithm. (Buterin 2016) 

 

PoS is energy-efficient, because it is based on the amount of coins that one holds, rather 

processing power. In other words, it does not require continuous calculations but it is enough 

for user just to leave the computer open. One can validate as much blocks as their share. For 

example, if one has 5% share he/she can validate 5% of transactions. For each transaction, 

algorithm chooses the validator randomly according to their share. Another significant 

difference is that PoW provides a reward for true solutions while PoS miners receive a 

transaction fee. Ethereum which is a popular Blockchain application aims to switch from 

PoW algorithm to a PoS algorithm called Casper. According to Buterin validators will 

deposit their stake and will not be able to use those coins for different purposes for a specific 

period of time for ensuring the added block. (Buterin 2016) 

 

Security has a primary importance in cryptocurrency for that reason there are many new 

algorithm ideas and criticisms. It seems like a well-established system that will earn 

everyone’s trust will emerge in some time. As a matter of fact, it seems to be the best solution 

to use a combination of both mechanisms together to have a truly secure system. Otherwise, 

high computing power cost of PoW may prevent people from mining. Accordingly, less 

people in the system face with centralization and 51% attack risk. On the other hand, for PoS 

algorithm, attacker should actually own that amount which is too expensive and if somebody 

is owner of half of coins they will not want to attack the system but secure the system. 

(BitFury Group 2015) 

 

3.3 Blockchain Based P2P Market in Microgrid 
Microgrid utilizes smart grid features in a small part of the distribution system and makes it 

capable for autonomous operation. It consists of distributed energy generation 

resources, load and storages such as batteries, supercapacitors and flywheels. With 

increasing demand for renewable energy production, microgrids become more popular and 

common. However, it also may require new market options such as P2P market to ensure an 

efficient energy system. 
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The P2P market technically relies on Blockchain technology. Basically, there needs to be 

only one Blockchain covering the whole market in order to prevent double spending. In the 

P2P market principally everyone can trade with everyone. Blockchain can be used for all 

P2P tradings between prosumer-consumer, prosumer-prosumer, retailer-consumer, vehicle-

vehicle, TSO- Aggregator energy and ancillary services trading. The main purpose of this is 

to allow the market to balance itself by each player instead of a central controller. 

 

Smart Contracts type of Blockchain and Internet of Things (IoTs) are used to allow P2P 

transactions between market actors. IoTs is a software used to create a network that allows 

devices and people to interact with each other. Consequently, all market actors have the 

freedom of choice for doing negotiations themselves or automatically by cooperation of IoTs 

and smart contracts. A prosumer who sells a small amount of energy and earn few euros per 

day will not want to do negotiations every 15 minutes.  Instead, everything should be fully 

automated and done without involvement of the owner while larger producers still have the 

option of doing the negotiations themselves. (Zhang et al. 2016) 

 

Similar to wholesale market contracts, in the P2P market all contracts should have some 

defined characteristic information; 

-Amount of energy 

-Price 

-Location 

-Period of time 

 

Like other electricity markets, the P2P market heavily rely on forecasting in order to help 

ensure the operational stability of the power system, which requires a constant balance 

between demand and supply. It is not known how many times energy is bought and sold 

until it reaches the consumer, this process reduces the efficiency and sometimes increases 

the price. In peer to peer market, on the other hand, electricity can directly be bought from 

the producer by increasing the efficiency. 
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Another significant difference that the P2P market brings is that energy consumers do not 

have to have a permanent contract with DSO in order to pay distribution services. Each 

transaction that is made in P2P market should automatically provide a percentage of the 

money to DSO for its services (if the grid structure is owned by DSO). Smart Contracts 

provide the ability that DSO receives a certain amount of money per kWh at each transaction. 

Normally, in Finland DSO prices do not differ according to locations of end-users for 

ensuring fairness. However, in P2P market transaction fees should be according to distance 

between buyer and seller, if both the buyer and seller are in the same microgrid they pay a 

smaller amount and if they are in different microgrids they pay a higher amount to DSO. 

Having higher prices for delivery of energy for longer distances may be a solution for 

possible grid congestions and efficiency issues. 

 

3.4 Examples for Utilization of Blockchain in Microgrid Systems 
Microgrids are not implemented on large scale yet because of the high costs of the 

technology (Ihamäki, 2012), however there are some examples in the world. Applications of 

microgrids is expected to increase in the future hence it plays an essential role in distributed 

energy production. Moreover, microgrids have a higher efficiency in comparison to 

traditional systems because they do not require long transmission lines. In other words, 

microgrids increase the efficiency by reducing transmission losses.  

 

In this chapter, there will be explanation of three different examples of Blockchain based 

microgrids around the world. Even though Blockchain is a popular technology, it should be 

noted that there is a lack of information in academia about the topic since microgrid 

applications are notably new emerging applications of Blockchain. In addition to that for 

practical examples, most of the information consists of newspaper articles and 

advertisements rather than technical details of the work. (Rutkin 2016, power-

technology.com 2016, Siemens 2016) 

 

3.4.1 India 

The first example is specially designed for India; authors take the state of Bihar as their 

reference place. The main purpose is determined as to simplify people's’ connection to 

electricity in rural areas as India has a poor grid infrastructure. In this paper, electricity is 

planned to be produced from solar panels accordingly, they produce dc power. In order to 
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prevent DC-AC conversions losses, DC microgrid is chosen as microgrid type. (Inam et al. 

2015) 

 

Paper indicates that, in order to enable a microgrid with peer-to-peer electricity sharing, a 

Power Management Unit (PMU) microcontroller is needed. In establishment a special 

purpose dc microgrid with peer-to-peer electricity trading, PMU’s plays a key role with 

connecting batteries generating sources and loads. PMU can also convert the power to satisfy 

loads that is used for power generation and storage. (Inam et al. 2015) 

 

Figure 3: illustration of PMU (Inam et al. 2015).  

 

As can be seen on the Figure 4, the PMU can be comprises of either only consumer module 

(consumer) or both consumer and generator module (prosumer). The generator module’s 

duty is to charge the battery with the power of solar panels and maintain the voltage of the 

distribution network. The consumer module on the other hand provides the power to the 

electric devices and appliances in the home. (Inam et al. 2015) 

 

PMU is also used for generatıon and load forecastıng. According to situation of generation 

and load amounts, PMU determines the times when there will be lack of energy or surplus 

energy. 

In order to create day- ahead scheduling load and generator forecasts are needed. For load 

forecasting, software uses statistical data of users’ consumption behavior. Same method also 

applies to generation forecasting, historical data of solar irradiation is used in generation for 

next day’s generation probability. (Inam et al. 2015) 
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3.4.2 New York 

First Blockchain based peer to peer trading example emerged in Brooklyn, New York by the 

company called LO3. The experiment contains 5 electricity producing and 5 consuming 

houses on the same street. In the Brooklyn experiment a Blockchain based Smart Contract 

(Ethereum) is used. More information about the Ethereum is provided in Smart Contracts 

section. (Mok 2016) 

 

The main purpose of project is to eliminate energy companies and localize the energy 

business. Most of the news articles highlights the fact that money will stay in the same 

community where it is spent. Even though, Ethereum uses a cryptocurrency called Ether to 

transact, Lo3 Energy is trying to find a way to do all its business through US dollars. (Nguyen 

2016, Rutkin 2016) 

 

Operation sequence of the system starts with PV Arrays producing electrons. After that smart 

meter measure and tokenize them. Most extraordinary fact of the system is that it deals with 

electrons. It is defined that electrons generated by solar panels are also tokenized as electrons 

instead of kilowatts. Once it is on the smart meter, owner sees the information about 

availability and now she can sell these tokens to her neighbours. Neighbour buys the tokens 

and use the energy. When tokens are being used smart meter senses it and deletes tokens 

from prosumer’s smart meter. In that way, the system can prevent double spending. 

 

3.4.3 PriWatt 

PriWatt is an energy trading system that is created by, Nurzhan Zhumabekuly Aitzhan and 

Davor Svetinovic (2016). It allows its users to trade in the smart grid without a centralized 

entity. Main target of PriWatt is to provide a profit to prosumer with selling surplus energy 

at a price that is not designated by central authorities but trading partners for increasing 

competition in the market. It is established on two peer-to-peer transaction system platforms; 

Bitcoin payment and Bitmessage communication system. Utilized Bitcoin relies on proof of 

work concept. 

 

Prosumer, consumer and DSO are the key players of the system. Roles of prosumer and 

consumer are same as usual but DSO in this case acts also as a manager of Blockchain. 

Different than its normal activities, DSO updates Blockchain, verifies the ownership of 
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prosumer, provides two keys to prosumer in order to allow him/her to prove his ownership 

and prevent double spending of the energy. DSO is also responsible with being a mediator 

in case of a conflict between trading peers. 

 

In the system peers have two trading options; they can either trade for full ownership of 

stored energy or partial ownership over a micropayment channel. Regardless of the trading 

case, both prosumer and consumer creates a pair of addresses one for trading and one for 

sending messages. PriWatt aims energy price negotiation and transactions between the 

agents to be anonymously with keeping their profiles private. For that reason, trading peers 

create new messaging addresses for each negotiation. In the paper, association of privacy 

and security is highlighted and privacy is tried to be ensured in all steps. 

 

For communication, the PriWatt system uses private (person to person) messaging and 

broadcasting (enables auction offerings). Messages are exchanged between peers by best 

effort access category. In a nutshell, all active nodes receive all messages and each node 

attempts to decrypt every message with their private keys however only the one who 

decrypts message with a private key can see the message. To prevent spamming, proof-of-

work on a partial hash collision scheme is applied. The difficulty of proof-of-work is linked 

into size of the message and increased with increasing size of message. 

 

Both trading cases start with prosumer creating a pair of addresses one for trading and one 

for sending messages. For full ownership trading, prosumer feeds available energy to the 

grid with a transmission channel. While transmitting, the amount of energy is calculated with 

utility automated reading devices ARM using inverters (assuming the prosumer’s smart 

meter is sealed in order to have reliable results). Then the DSO updates the distributed 

database and creates a new entry with prosumer’s address pair, amount of energy, a 

timestamp and two unique hashes. The DSO sends a private message to prosumer’s address 

which contains two private keys. In the paper keys are defined as bλ; that proves prosumer’s 

ownership over transmitted energy and bz; which prosumer uses to prevent from double-

spending. Locking the energy is needed because if the energy is not locked during 

transaction, prosumer could sell the same energy multiple times. 
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A consumer also starts with creating a pair of addresses. The consumer receives broadcasted 

messages of prosumers on auction board which he/she can filter according to price and 

amount of energy. At this point a handler plays a key role in order to keep the auction board 

updated. The handler eliminates processed offerings by checking corresponding transactions 

in the Blockchain and comparing timestamps. Consumer can send messages through auction 

panel to negotiate with prosumer and when he/she decides on the potential supplier, then 

he/she communicates with DSO for verifying ownership of prosumer on the energy. 

 

A usual transaction in Bitcoin network would require only one signature (single signature 

transaction). However, in this example 2-of-3 multi-signature transaction principle is 

applied. The transaction requires 2 signatures and accordingly 3 public keys and to be able 

to implement this transaction P2SH (Pay to script hash) is needed. Prosumer sends the 

multisig redeem script to consumer after he/she ensures presence of his/her public key and 

DSO’s public key, and then hashes the script to generate P2SH redeem script. After that, 

consumer specifies the input token(s), signs and broadcasts the multisig transaction. When 

prosumer sees the payment, he/she sends the bλ key to consumer and transaction becomes 

completed. 

 

The second case applies when the consumer does not want to have the whole stored energy 

but wants to pay each kWh he/she uses. For paying each kWh a micropayment channel is 

established with BitcoinJ libraries (A Bitcoin client library using Java). However, it may not 

be very efficient since there will be a high number of small transactions. 

 

In partial ownership trading, the consumer creates a multi-signature transaction, sends it to 

the server to be broadcasted to the network. After consumer and prosumer completes the 

negotiation. Prosumer sends a message to DSO to provide him as many keys as he needs 

according the number of transactions that will occur. Each time, when a part of energy is 

used there occurs a decrements in the refund for corresponding value of utilities he used. 

Until consumer closes the channel or amount of tokens in the contract ends up, transactions 

continue. Consumer updates the transaction and sends it to server after each transaction. 

(Aitzhan et al. 2016) 
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4. PREDEFINED ACTOR ROLES 
In the previous chapters the general characteristics of the Finnish electricity market and 

market players were described. In addition to that, Blockchain technology and its 

applications were analyzed based on literature research. In this chapter, different actors that 

may emerge in the electricity market or the actors who may change their roles will be 

analyzed. Typical roles that are defined for market actors will be provided. However, in the 

coming sections these roles can evolve to different actors or actor combinations.  

 

4.1 DSO & TSO 
In respect to existence, DSO and TSO are not new actors, however there may be changes in 

their responsibilities or work volumes. TSO is mainly responsible for the same duties as in 

the conventional system, such as frequency stability, security of supply, and management of 

market rules and balance. Even though the actions of TSO will not change, the working 

volume may change. The amount of energy that is transmitted by TSO will reduce as a result 

of local production and consumption. DSO is involved in each transaction automatically in 

order to deliver the electricity from seller to buyer (if the grid structure is owned by DSO). 

Number of trading partners and transections are expected to increase; however, this increase 

will not influence the work volume of DSO since everything is automated. 

  

Both the TSO and the DSO are responsible for ensuring the long-term ability of the system 

to meet the demand for the transportation of electricity by operating, maintaining and 

developing the system. However, in respect to short-term reliability and system stability, 

currently the TSO is mainly responsible for ensuring a secure, reliable and efficient 

electricity system with available ancillary services (Pérez-Arriaga et al. 2013). However, 

many agree that since the energy system is changing, consequently DSO’s position should 

also change. (Muttalib et al. 2016, Pérez-Arriaga et al. 2013, Eurelectric 2016) 

  

It is still not specified or agreed by the authorities at what level the changes will occur, but 

there are different ideas in different publications. Eurelectric indicates that for preventing 

interruptions and ensuring system stability, DSO has to be locally powered in a non-

discriminatory manner. Further, it must be the facilitator of the market and services 
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(Eurelectric 2016). In another paper, Vasiljevska et al. (2016) describes different projects. 

For example, the Flex4Grid project enables DSO to control the consumption load while 

Flexiciency project exploring the role of DSO in retail market by controlling energy and 

flexibility. 

  

Since, in this paper the main aim is to provide a market mechanism that does not require a 

central controller, DSO does not have to be authorized as system facilitator. However, as it 

is suggested by (Pérez-Arriaga et al. 2013), in microgrid systems, DSO can play a more 

active role, while TSO is still the authorized system operation party of the whole system 

(Pérez-Arriaga et al. 2013). In other words, even though DSO cannot directly control the 

loads, it can use DR with aggregators’ intermediacy and ensure the functioning of the 

microgrid (Ikäheimo et al. 2010). 

  

There are good sides and bad sides of DSO being an active player. On the one hand, DSO 

can be the responsible system operator of the microgrid so that it can continue its operations 

even in island-mode. By doing that, DSO can decrease the dependence on TSO and increase 

resilience in the microgrid. On the other hand, currently, there is no certain legislation to 

ensure the limits of DSO’s activities so it is not known how DSO will purchase services 

(Pérez-Arriaga et al. 2013). As Implementing the Energy Efficiency Directive – Commission 

Guidance indicates “Member States must also ensure that TSOs and DSOs treat demand 

response providers, including demand aggregators, in a non-discriminatory way and on the 

basis of their technical capabilities (Article 15(8)).” (European Commission 2013) 

  

The active DSO in the P2P market will first of all interact with TSO to ensure the operation 

of the whole system. They will also have a continuous interaction with DR aggregator. Even 

though every player is responsible of their own balance, DSO and TSO are still involved in 

balance management because of the fact that they are responsible for stable frequency and 

functionality of the grid. Any differences in the balance can create problems also for TSO 

and DSO, they will accordingly need to use DR, DG and storage as ancillary services. 
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4.2 Distributed Energy Producers (Prosumer) 
Distributed energy production is a small-scale local production that is connected to the 

distribution network. Prosumers produce electricity as well as consuming. The primary 

energy source of distributed energy production is often renewable (solar, wind, hydro, 

biomass and geothermal) and locally available. According to Child et al. (2015), in Finland 

wind energy has the greatest potential for electricity production. However fossil fuels are 

also used sometimes especially in the case of CHP plants. 

  

Even though the Finnish government has a supporting strategy for large-scale renewable 

energy production, there is no special support for small-scale renewable energy production. 

On the other hand, levelized cost of renewable energy production is decreasing thanks to 

developing technology, accordingly, it is expected in the future that the number of distributed 

small- scale production will increase. In this work, distributed energy producer is seen as a 

key player in the market and small scale production is supported by a microgrid system. 

(Electricity Market Authority Report 2016, Korteniemi 2014) 

  

4.3 Consumer 
Consumer is the actor who buys electricity in order to use it for satisfying their needs. Until 

today, small-scale consumers have been passive stakeholders in the energy system. 

However, with the changing system, the role of consumer also changes. By being a part of a 

microgrid, small- scale consumers no longer have to be passive players but they can create 

significant effects in grid balance management with DR aggregation. In addition, consumers 

can buy electricity in P2P market from a prosumer, retailer or DG aggregator. 

  

Consumer can be motivated by money or green values to take part in DR aggregation. 

However, since DR aggregation refers to load control, they are still free to decide whether 

they will attend or not. A research made in Finland covering 2103 residential consumers 

show that 14% of residential consumer do not want to allow direct load control while 13% 

allow it without problem. The rest of the consumers states some concerns about water or 

room temperature or load data security and so on (Annala et al. 2012).  This means that if 
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the desired conditions are provided, there can be a high participation to DR by Finnish 

consumers. 

  

4.4 Aggregators 
The aggregator is assumed to be an intermediary company that collects small scale 

flexibility, production or storage from a market player and provides it to another market 

player. In other words, an aggregator acts as an agent between the electricity market and 

consumer / producer. Together with demand response (DR) aggregator, plug-in electric 

vehicles (PEV) and distributed generators (DG) aggregators can also be included in a future 

electricity market model. 

 

4.4.1   DR Aggregator 

Since small scale electricity consumers do not have enough size to participate directly in 

different markets for demand response trading, DR aggregator represents the consumer’s 

behavior in the market. 

  

Consumers can be categorized into two groups, either flexible or inflexible consumers. The 

aggregator can automatically control the loads of the consumer if it is flexible. The inflexible 

consumers decide themselves about their consumption according to received aggregation 

price signals. The aggregator can control some loads (thermal loads) but other loads such as 

washing machines, are not controllable automatically even though the customer is flexible. 

In that case the consumer also receives price signals for load reduction and creates a load 

forecast for the next day. (Ikäheimo et al. 2010) 

  

The flexible consumer needs to set some limits, for example minimum temperature for 

heating system or maximum temperature for cooling system and so on. Aggregator cannot 

always control the loads automatically for example if they want to exceed the determined 

limits of load control then consumer receives price signals for it and send load forecasts to 

the aggregator, which are calculated by automation system according to prices. The same 

operations also apply for an inflexible consumer: aggregator sends price signals for each 
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hour of the next day and the inflexible consumer makes a load forecast, according to the 

prices, which is then send to the aggregator. (Ikäheimo et al. 2010) 

  

On one hand, there can be new aggregation companies with the main objective of gathering 

domestic consumers’ flexibility and sell it to the electricity market or directly to the system 

operators. On the other hand, the existing retailer can act also as an aggregator responsible 

for gathering residential and commercial consumers, in order to maximize its profit in the 

electricity market. In other words, the aggregator presents buying bids in the day-ahead spot 

market to satisfy the consumption of its clients at minimal costs. (Iria et al. 2013, Parvania 

et al. 2013)  

  

4.4.2   PEV Aggregator 

In Finland currently there are 2.6 million cars in traffic use and the vast majority of them are 

still operated by fossil fuels (Statistics Finland, 2016). However, in the future when people 

shift to electric vehicles (EV), they will require a high amount of electricity and will provide 

some amount of storage. For that reason, they will need a continuous control for storage and 

charging schedule in order to avoid high peaks in the system. 

  

Since battery capacity of a single plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) is limited, it is neither 

economic nor possible for PEVs to participate in the electricity market separately. 

Consequently, a large-scale of PEVs tend to be jointly aggregated by one or several 

aggregators in the electricity market. When the number and the range of aggregated PEVs 

grow, the significance of their impact on transmission and distribution systems also grow 

accordingly. (Rajakaruna et al. 2015) 

  

The PEV aggregator is responsible for making the charging schedule for each vehicle and 

participating in power system regulation or electricity market bidding. However, it is quite 

challenging to manage PEVs in the power system, because there is a lack of historical data 

in order to estimate the accurate charging schedules and each car has a different technical 

characteristic. Wrong timing can result with worse peaks in the system instead of fixing them 
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and can decrease the quality of electricity. To coordinate the charging of large scale PEVs; 

diversities in charging infrastructure, PEV types and local operational constraints in the 

power system should also be well considered. (Rajakaruna et al. 2015, Abdelaziz et al. 2014) 

  

One drawback in consideration to this type of aggregation is that PEV owners may not want 

to be involved in the procedure since decision making regarding charging time will depend 

on the aggregator (Rajakaruna et al. 2015). 

 

4.4.3 Distributed Generation Aggregator 

Like all other aggregators, distributed generation (DG) aggregator’s purpose is to collect 

smaller measures to larger amounts. For that, first of all DG Aggregator should have control 

mechanism over prosumer’s generation. After that, generated energy of small scale 

producers or prosumers are collected by DG aggregators and sold in P2P market or 

wholesale power markets such as those provided by Nordpool. 

  

4.4.5 Storage and Storage Aggregator 

When the amount of renewable energy production increases, distributed energy storage 

devices can provide additional flexibility to system operators. It is an essential part of the 

microgrid’s balance system especially in island mode. Storage technologies are used for peak 

shaving, load leveling, renewable capacity firming, frequency regulation, reserve capacity, 

and power quality services (Zakeri et al. 2014). 

  

Storage is one of the key component of a renewable energy system since it can save a part 

of the energy produced by intermittent sources during low-consumption/ high-production 

hours and feed this energy back into the power system during high-consumption/ low-

production hours. Technically there is a variety of storage options. Some are already in use 

such as pumped hydro, compressed air storage, flywheel energy storage, battery energy 

storage, small-scale superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES)   and thermal energy 

storage, while others like Flow Battery Energy Storage, Capacitor and super capacitor, solar 

fuel and hydrogen storage are still in the development stage. (Luo et al. 2014) 
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Small scale storage can be owned mostly by prosumers and in addition to that electric 

vehicles can also provide capacity. It can be either controlled by owner or storage aggregator. 

Aggregator needs some basic information about distributed storage such as capacity, 

efficiency, charging/ discharging times and state of charge. Aggregator also needs a control 

mechanism to control the storage directly. (Pan et al. 2015) 

  

Owner can sell the stored energy only in P2P market. Because of the size restrictions a single 

storage cannot attend to other markets. On the other hand, the storage aggregator can attend 

to the same markets defined for DR such as; Nord Pool Spot markets, balancing power 

market and reserves market. In addition, storage can also be traded in P2P market by storage 

responsible party. Profit of storage in P2P market is not known yet but among the current 

markets, balancing market provides a higher profit for storage. 

 

The need for an aggregator comes from electricity market restrictions, usually small players 

are prohibited from participating in the market directly. For that reason, aggregation is seen 

as an efficient solution for small scale players’ participation into the market and it forms an 

essential part of the market model in respect to flexibility. 

 

4.5 Microgrid Operator 
There is no specific role determined for microgrid operators, different examples burden the 

actor with different authorities. In general understanding, microgrid operator can be 

responsible for determining the conditions of operation and the quality of service within the 

microgrid. The actor can monitor and optimize the microgrid operations. Another duty of 

the operator can be to understand the players connected to it and their behavior. The operator 

also needs to communicate with market players and other microgrids, TSO and aggregators. 

Oliveira (2013) indicates that the most important task of a microgrid operator is to determine 

the electricity prices. Requirements of each microgrid differs, accordingly this statement can 

also be accurate for some cases however in a P2P market case, every prosumer and consumer 

in the market sets their buying selling prices themselves. For that reason, there is no need for 

a player to set a price. In addition to that, the microgrid operator is entitled with ensuring the 
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balance continuously; MG operator uses generation and storages in the system and make 

changes in the price of electricity in order to keep the balance. Likewise the previous 

situation, accuracy of this statement also depends on the microgrid. In a decentralized model, 

balance is not controlled by one central party but instead ensured by all players by the market 

mechanism. (Oliveira et al. 2013) 

Some of the papers burden microgrid operator with selling electricity to the market and 

determining a profit (He et al. 2011 & Oliveira 2013). However, in this paper there is no 

need for a microgrid operator to sell electricity to the market, every producer can sell their 

energy or make a contract with an aggregator. As a result, necessity of a microgrid operator 

depends on the case and the role of the microgrid operator is unclear. In some cases, there is 

no need for the microgrid operator instead, microgrid operator’s duties can be accomplished 

by other market players and in some cases it can be necessary. The roles will be discussed 

further in coming chapters. 
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5. SCENARIOS 
In this section the main aim is to analyze various microgrid market model examples with 

different scenarios. In the scenarios different cases with different market structures, actors 

and connections to external market is discussed. Connection to external market inform one 

on the centralization of the microgrid. If a microgrid has only one connection point to the 

external market, it shows more like a centralized market structure and when it has multiple 

connections, the microgrid becomes more distributed. The table below shows the typical 

features of coming scenarios. 

 

Table 4: Features of scenarios 

Scenario 

Owner of the network 

infrastructure 

Internal market Conncetion to external 

markets 

A Community No internal market Single point 

B Community Energy only market Single point 

C DSO Energy only market Multi point 

D 

DSO Energy and balance 

market 

Multi point 

E 

Community Energy and balance 

market 

Single point 

F 

Community Energy and balance 

market 

Multi point 

  

Physical grid structure does not change according to scenarios while market structure 

changes. The figure below shows how a typical microgrid would look like in respect to grid 

structure. 
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Figure 4: Physical Grid Structure (Modified from Fingrid 2017)  

5.1 Scenario A 
In the first scenario, it is assumed that the microgrid’s grid infrastructure is owned by a 

community. Microgrid does not include any internal market and it has only one connection 

point to the external market which means from external market point of view the microgrid 

looks like a single consumer. Illustration of the market structure in the microgrid would be 

as on figure 5. 

  

Figure 5: Electricity market structure 
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According to the scenario microgrid consists of microgrid operator, prosumer and consumer 

(end-users). As indicated on Table 5: there are two microgrid operators; an internal 

microgrid operator (system/device) and external microgrid operator (person/organization).  

For a small microgrid consisting of a few decks of houses, there is no need to have a 

person/organization type of microgrid operator. Instead, system/ device type of microgrid 

operator can do the required activities in the microgrid and it can be controlled by a person/ 

organization type of microgrid operator which is able to control several system/device type 

of microgrid operators. 

 

Information about service/device, person/organization actors and market platforms are 

provided on the Table 5. An important fact about the scenario is absence of an internal 

market. Which means the scenario requires a concept to allow flow of energy in the 

microgrid. As a solution to this situation, microgrid can have a concept of communal market. 

Communal market concept is based on sharing, the electricity that is bought on retail market 

is shared among end-users. At the end, the cost is also shared among end-users according to 

the information provided by smart meters. 

 

Table 5: Actor details of Scenario A 

Actor Name Actor Type Relationship to Microgrid 

(if person/organization) / 

who owns (if system/device) 

Role 

TSO Person/     

Organization 

External Actor System operation, real time balance 

management in the external grid. 

DSO Person/     

Organization 

External Actor Distribution and congestion management in 

the external grid. 

Retailer Person/     

Organization 

External Actor Buying electricity from wholesale or P2P 

market to satisfy consumers' needs.  

Controlling and trading ancillary services in 

external market. 

Microgrid 

Operator 

(MO) 

Person/     

Organization 

External Actor Ensuring operations and functions of the  

microgrid. 
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Microgrid 

Operator 

System / 

device 

MO Buying electricity from retail market to 

satisfy consumers' needs. Balance 

management in the microgrid (in case of 

emergency) by using the load flexibility.  

Producer Person/     

Organization 

External Actor Produce electricity at large scale. 

Prosumer Person/     

Organization 

Internal Actor Produce and consume energy. 

Consumer Person/     

Organization 

Internal Actor Consume energy. 

Smart Meter System / 

device 

All end-users Measures amount of produced and 

consumed energy and shows the time of the 

production and consumption. 

Metered 

Data 

Gateway 

(MDG) 

System / 

device 

MO and DSO Values that can be read on smart meter is 

provided to microgrid operator (internal 

market) and DSO (external market) through 

MDG. 

Metering 

Data  

Warehouse 

(MDW) 

System / 

device 

DSO and Retailer A Meter Data Warehouse(MDW) is used for 

storing and managing high amount of 

historical metered data. 

Energy 

Management 

System 

(EMS) 

System / 

device 

MO, end-users and retailer An energy management system (EMS) is a 

automation system used to monitor, control, 

and optimize the performance of the load 

and generation system in real time. 

HEMS System / 

device 

End-users Provides ability to microgrid operator to 

control loads, production and storage that is 

available at home. 

Energy Data 

Management 

(EDM) 

System / 

device 

TSO, DSO, producer and 

retailer 

Energy Data Management (EDM) provides 

effective tools to handle balance settlement, 

forecasting and pricing. 

Customer 

Information 

System 

(CIS) 

System / 

device 

DSO, MO and retailer Creates bills to end users according to data 

that is provided by MDG  

Wholesale 

Market 

System / 

device 

Nord Pool Spot Provides a market platform for large-scale 

actors to trade energy 
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Balance 

Market 

System / 

device 

TSO Provides a market platform to trade in order 

to ensure balance 

Communal 

market 

System / 

device 

MO Though this concept, end-users share the 

energy that is bought on external retail 

market by microgrid operator 

Electronic 

Data 

Interface 

(EDI) 

System / 

device 

TSO, DSO, producer, 

retailer  

Used for data exchange 

 

5.1.1 Actor Interactions 

The first step of the actor interactions starts with producer-retailer interactions. Retailer buys 

the electricity on wholesale market that is offered by producer. Since microgrid is not big 

enough to attend to wholesale market, MO buys the electricity from retailer. After that the 

energy is shared among the end-users (prosumer and consumer). In external market retailer 

can also aggregate the load flexibility, production and storage and trade them in various 

markets. Interaction between TSO and retailer occurs on balancing power market for 

ancillary services. 

 

On the Figure 6, it is seen that the MO has interactions with end-users concerning 

aggregation activities. These activities can only occur if microgrid is in emergency situation 

and on island-mode to prevent blackout situations. The flexibility amount is based on 

predefined values that end users set voluntarily. In normal operation conditions or on grid-

connected mode, it is not possible to use aggregation because this action would require an 

internal balance market and the Scenario A does not include a balance market in internal 

market. For the same reason, microgrid cannot provide flexibility to external market either. 
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Figure 6: Interactions in Scenario A. 

 

Figure 6 shows the interactions between the actors. However, electricity market actors are 

not only person/organization actors but also system and device actors. For that reason, more 

detailer illustrations of interactions are provided with the figures 7 and 9. Figure 7 shows the 

interactions in internal market while 9 shows in external market. 

 

In this scenario, end user consumes energy which is measured by smart meter. After that the 

information of smart meter is provided to MO through MDG. Interactions of smart meters 

and MDG is illustrated with red lines. MDG has interactions also with CIS which is 

illustrated with yellow line, in order to allow MO to handle billing. In this scenario there is 

no aggregation service in normal operation conditions. For that reason, the interaction 

between the EMS of MO and EMS of end-user is used only in emergency situations. 
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Figure 7: Detailed actor interactions in internal market 

 

In internal market, there is only prosumer and consumers. The scenario does not allow to 

have independent small-scale production and storage since there is no way to trade them in 

the community. However, each end-user can also be producing energy for themselves and 

having a storage to back up their own energy system. As illustrated on the figure, home 

energy management can provide optimum performance of generation and storage without 

involvement of any other actor. 

 

Figure 8: HEMS has connections to smart appliances (Repo 2012) 
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In the external market the microgrid operator acts as an end-user. It provides the consumed 

energy information to DSO. In this scenario microgrid cannot use the aggregation service in 

external market as previously explained. However, other external end-users can use 

aggregation service that is provided by retailer. Retailer can control the loads, renewable 

energy production and storage through the EMS. 

 

 

Figure 9: Detailed actor interactions in external market 
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5.1.2 Balance Management  

Invariably in all the scenarios, each internal and external market actor is responsible for their 

own balance and they use provided markets to ensure it. Figure 10 illustrates different 

markets and services that are used by actors until the operation time to ensure generation and 

load balance in Scenario A. 

 

 

Figure 10: Markets and services used for ensuring the balance 

 

Even though each actor is responsible for their own balance, there can still be differences 

between expected and actual generation and load values. For that reason, balance mechanism 

in the internal and external market is based on open suppliers. As can be seen on the Figure 

11, microgrid operator is the open power supplier of end-users in internal market while TSO 

is the final open power source on external market.  

 

After the operation, TSO handles the balance settlement to document expected and actual 

production/consumption results in external market. TSO does not have any direct interaction 

or operation with internal market. In the figure, blue arrows represent the steps of open power 

suppliers from end-user to TSO, while red arrows show the responsible parties of ancillary 

services. 
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Figure 11: Balance mechanism in scenario A 

 

In interconnected mode the microgrid does not have any problems with receiving energy 

thanks to its open power supplier; retailer. However, if the microgrid is on island mode and 

produced energy is not enough to satisfy the demand, MO needs to control end users’ loads. 

In a microgirid without existence of an internal balance market, end-users need to determine 

some load limits for microgrid operator being able to control the loads of end-users. 

Microgrid operator can use the flexibility in case of emergency to prevent a possible black-

out.  

 

5.2 Scenario B 
Scenario B is based on a community owned microgrid and has a single connection point to 

the external market like Scenario A.  Accordingly, it is needed to have microgrid operators 

in this scenario as well. Different from Scenario A, there is aggregator in external market 

that is working together with retailer. It is assumed that the retailer and aggregator belong to 
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same company. Table 6 illustrates role of Person/Organization and Service/devices actors in 

Scenario B. 

 

Table 6: Actor details of Scenario B 

Actor Name Actor Type Relationship to Microgrid 

(if person/organization) / 

who owns (if 

system/device) 

Role 

TSO Person/     

Organization 

External Actor System operation and real time balance 

management in the external market. 

DSO Person/     

Organization 

External Actor Distribution and congestion management in 

the external grid. 

Retailer Person/     

Organization 

External Actor Buying electricity from wholesale market to 

satisfy consumers' needs.   

Microgrid 

Operator 

Person/     

Organization 

External Actor Ensuring operations and functions of the  

microgrid. 

Microgrid 

Operator 

System / 

device 

Microgrid Operator Microgrid operation, balance and congestion 

management in the microgrid. Buying 

electricity from retail market and collecting 

generated energy from prosumer to satisfy 

consumers' needs. Controlling the microgrid 

end-user loads, storages and RE production 

and using the flexibility to decrease overall 

cost of the system. 

Aggregator Person/     

Organization 

External Actor Controlling the end user loads, storages and 

RE production, trading them on balancing 

power market.   Preparing charging schedules 

for cars.  

Producer Person/     

Organization 

External Actor Produce electricity at large scale. 

Prosumer Person/     

Organization 

Internal Actor Produce and consume energy 

Consumer Person/     

Organization 

Internal Actor Consume energy 
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Smart Meter System / 

device 

All end-users Measure how much energy is produced or 

used and shows the time of the production 

and consumption. 

Metered 

Data 

Gateway 

(MDG) 

System / 

device 

MO and DSO Values that can be read on smart meter is 

provided to microgrid operator (internal 

market) and DSO (external market) through 

MDG. 

Metering 

Data  

Warehouse 

(MDW) 

System / 

device 

DSO, Retailer and 

aggregator 

A Meter Data Warehouse(MDW) is used for 

storing and managing high amount of 

historical metered data. 

Energy 

Management 

System 

(EMS) 

System / 

device 

MO end-users, DERs and 

retailer 

An energy management system (EMS) is a 

automation system used to monitor, control, 

and optimize the performance of the load and 

generation system. 

HEMS System / 

device 

End-users Provides ability to microgrid operator to 

control loads, production and storage that is 

available at home. 

Energy Data 

Management 

(EDM) 

System / 

device 

TSO, DSO, producer, 

retailer and aggregator 

Energy Data Management (EDM) provides 

effective tools to handle balance settlement, 

forecasting and pricing. 

Customer 

Information 

System 

(CIS) 

System / 

device 

DSO, MO, retailer and 

aggregator 

Creates bills to end users according to data 

that is provided by MDG  

Wholesale 

Market 

System / 

device 

Nord Pool Spot Provides a market platform for large-scale 

actors to trade energy 

Balance 

Market 

System / 

device 

TSO Provides a market platform to trade in order 

to ensure balance 

Community 

Market 

System / 

device 

MO Through this platform, any actor can provide 

energy to the market or buy from there 

Electronic 

Data 

Interface 

(EDI) 

System / 

device 

TSO, DSO, producer, 

retailer&aggregator 

Used for data exchange 

 

The most important feature that varies from the previous model is that Scenario B allows an 

internal market. However, the internal market is limited only regarding the energy market. 
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In scenario B, market structure is as on Figure 12. Different from Scenario A, end-users have 

connections between each other. It is needed to have a connected structure to allow end users 

to trade energy. 

 

 

Figure 12: Market Structure of scenario B. 

 

5.2.1 Interactions 

Same as Scenario A, in Scenario B also the microgrid is a single customer from main grid’s 

perspective. Thereby, only one actor can attend the external markets. According to this 

scenario it is the MO who attends to external market. It is assumed that the MO buys energy 

on retail market and provide it to community market which is controlled by the MO itself. 

Each actor in the microgrid can use this market platform to buy and sell energy. Figure 13 

illustrates the interactions of actors.  
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Figure 13: interaction in scenario B 

 

More detailed versions of internal and external market interactions are provided with Figure 

14 and 15 respectively. Different from Scenario A, microgrid technically can allow DERs 

and their trading since there is an internal energy market in the scenario. However, since 

there is no internal balance market, the model does not allow real time energy trading. In 

other words, being able to trade energy that is not produced yet, system requires a balance 

market. In case of lack of balance market, the only alternative for DERs trading is to do it 

after the operation time. As a result of this fact, in the model it is assumed that there is no 

individual DERs but prosumer and consumers. 

 

In the scenario, prosumers have the option of selling surplus electricity while they could only 

consume or store the produced energy in Scenario A. End-users rely on smart meters to trade 

on the community market. Smart meters measure the amount of energy that is supplied from 

and to the grid with the time information and provide the information to community market 

and MO. MO use the information for billing and the market use it to allow stakeholder to 

trade.  
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Figure 14: Detailed actor interactions in internal market 

 

MO has connection to control the loads in case of emergency likewise Scenario A. However, 

as a result of the same explained reason (lack of internal balance market), flexibility cannot 

be used in normal operation conditions and grid-connected mode and it is based on 

voluntarily predefined limits. 

 

When the interactions in external market is analyzed, it can be said that they are basically 

same as the previous scenario. The only difference is that there is an actor defined as 

aggregator who is also assumed to belong to same company as retailer.  
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Figure 15: Detailed actor interactions in external market 

 

5.2.2 Balance Management 

Balance management functions technically same as in the previous scenario. To ensure the 

balance in the internal and external market, each actor is using provided markets. Figure 16 

illustrates the markets and services that are used by actors until the operation time to ensure 

generation and load balance. As can be seen, in Scenario B there is no communal market, 
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instead actors can use community market for trading. Communal market is just a concept of 

sharing while community market is actually a real market. When the working mechanism of 

the market is analyzed, it can be said that MO buy energy on retail market and supply it to 

the community market. In addition to that, end-users, DERs and storage can also supply 

energy to the market or buy from the market.  

 

 

Figure 16: Markets and services used for ensuring the balance 

 

Finally, balance mechanism relies on open power suppliers. Figure 17 illustrates open power 

supplier steps from end-users to TSO. Here also the situation is exactly same as the previous 

scenario, exclude having an aggregator that works with the retailer.  
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Figure 17: Balance mechanism in scenario B 

 

5.3 Scenario C 
Scenario C represents a DSO owned microgrid model. This scenario also includes an energy 

only internal market. A significant difference from previous scenarios, the scenario includes 

multiple connection points to external market, which means microgrid is not a single 

customer anymore. Table 7 shows the role division of the actors. Since the grid infrastructure 

is owned by DSO, microgrid operation role is given to DSO. As usual, retailer is responsible 

for the retailing job and aggregator for aggregation of load, storage and renewable energy. 

It is assumed that retailer and aggregator belong to same company and they operate both in 

internal and external markets. In other words, retailer and aggregator are not working in a 

single microgrid, they can operate in multiple microgrids and in external market as well.  
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Table 7: Actor details of Scenario C 

Actor Name Actor Type Relationship to Microgrid 

(if person/organization) / 

who owns (if 

system/device) 

Role 

TSO Person/     

Organization 

External Actor System operation and real time balance 

management. 

DSO Person/     

Organization 

Internal & External Actor Distribution in general. Balance and 

congestion management in the microgrid. 

Retailer Person/     

Organization 

Internal & External Actor Buying electricity from wholesale or P2P 

market to satisfy consumers' needs.   

Aggregator Person/     

Organization 

Internal & External Actor Controlling the microgrid end-user loads, 

storages and RE production, using the 

flexibility to increase profit. Trading on 

ancillary services on external market 

Producer Person/     

Organization 

External Actor Produce energy at large scale. 

Small-scale 

producer 

Person/     

Organization 

Internal Actor Produce energy at large scale. 

Prosumer Person/     

Organization 

Internal Actor Produce and consume energy 

Storage System / 

device 

Internal Actor Back up renewable energy systems 

Consumer Person/     

Organization 

Internal Actor Consume energy 

Smart Meter System / 

device 

DSOs Measure how much energy is produced or 

used and shows the time of the production and 

consumption. 

Metered 

Data 

Gateway 

(MDG) 

System / 

device 

DSO Values that can be read on smart meter is 

provided to microgrid operator (internal 

market) and DSO (external market) through 

MDG. 
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Metering 

Data  

Warehouse 

(MDW) 

System / 

device 

DSO, Retailer and 

aggregator 

A Meter Data Warehouse(MDW) is used for 

storing and managing high amount of 

historical metered data. 

Energy 

Management 

System 

(EMS) 

System / 

device 

Retailer, aggregator, end-

users and DERs  

An energy management system (EMS) is a 

automation system used to monitor, control, 

and optimize the performance of the load and 

generation system. 

HEMS System / 

device 

End-users Provides ability to microgrid operator to 

control loads, production and storage that is 

available at home. 

Energy Data 

Management 

(EDM) 

System / 

device 

TSO, DSO, producer, 

retailer and aggregator 

Energy Data Management (EDM) provides 

effective tools to handle balance settlement, 

forecasting and pricing. 

Customer 

Information 

System (CIS) 

System / 

device 

DSO, retailer and 

aggregator 

Creates bills to end users according to data 

that is provided by MDG  

Wholesale 

Market 

System / 

device 

Nord Pool Spot Provides a market platform for large-scale 

actors to trade energy 

Balance 

Market 

System / 

device 

TSO Provides a market platform to trade in order to 

ensure balance 

P2P Market System / 

device 

- With this platform, any actor can buy and sell 

energy 

Electronic 

Data 

Interface 

(EDI) 

System / 

device 

TSO, DSO, producer, 

retailer &aggregator 

used for data exchange 

 

The microgrid has multiple connection points to the external market and actors are able to 

trade between each other. Accordingly, the market structure of the scenario would be as 

illustrated on the figure below. 
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Figure 18: Distributed electricity market structure 

 

5.3.1 Interactions 

Figure 19 shows the interactions between actors in Scenario C. First of all, likewise previous 

scenario, retailer interacts with producer in order to buy electricity on wholesale market. 

After that, retailer needs to interact also with end-users to supply them energy. Aggregator 

is another actor that interacts with end-users; not for energy trading but for aggregation of 

ancillary services.  Finally, end-users can interact with each other in order to trade on energy 

on P2P market. 

 

Figure 19: Actor interaction in Scenario C. 
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On the contrary to previous scenarios, small-scale producer is also included in the 

interactions. Even though the Scenario C doesn’t have an internal balance market, it has 

multiple connection points to external market. Small scale producer have the possibility to 

sell the produced energy in the microgrid or outside of the microgrid. In the internal market, 

it is not possible to do real time trading but in external market it is possible. 

 

When more detailed figure of actor interactions is analyzed, it can be seen that the 

aggregator’s EMS has interactions with end-users’ and DERs’ EMS. Same fact in the 

previous paragraph applies to aggregation service too; even though there is no internal 

balance market within the microgrid, end-users can get their loads aggregated by external 

aggregator. In this case, there is no obligation for end-users to do their activities only in the 

microgrid. 
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Figure 20: Detailed actor interactions in internal market 

 

In the figure, connection to P2P market is illustrated by green lines, thanks to P2P market 

all the internal actors excluding the DSO can trade on energy. DSO is not taking part in the 

market because it would need to use the market for balance products (e.g. load aggregation). 

However, absence of an internal balance market prevents DSO from buying and using these 

services. Same as the previous scenario, actors cannot trade the energy in real time as a result 

of absence of an internal balance market.  
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Figure 21: Detailed actor interactions in external market 

 

Since the scenario allows multiple connections to external market, all the internal market 

actors can also have connections to external market. As can be seen on the figure, the 

situation in external market becomes more complicated when the number of actors increase. 
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5.3.2 Balance Management 

Since each actor would like to ensure their own balance they will attend to povided markets 

and use aggregation services to ensure it. Figure 22 illustrates who attends to which markets 

and who use ancillary services. As can be understood from the figure, DSO does not attend 

to any market. Retailer attends to wholesale market in addition to retail markets in external 

market. Aggregator aggregates the ancillary services inside and outside of microgrid and 

trade these services only on balance market. 

 

Figure 22: Markets and services used for ensuring the balance 

 

From end-user’s perspective, they have three options when buying electricity. Firstly, they 

can only have a contract with a retailer. Secondly, they can use only the P2P market. Thirdly, 

they can use both retailer contract and P2P market together. If an end user only has a contract 

with a retailer but do not attend the P2P market, they will buy the electricity for a price that 

is determined on the retailer contract. On the other hand, if consumers are also using P2P 

market, they can buy electricity from a prosumer, or another retailer when they provide 

power cheaper than the contracted retailer. This may not create big changes for small scale 

household consumers but may create some changes for commercial or larger scale 

consumers. Another reason for using both P2P market and having a continuous retailer 
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contract can be that the end users want to actively use the P2P market but at the same time 

they want to have an open power supplier to ensure continuous flow of electricity in the case 

they are not able to buy electricity on P2P market.  

According to the scenario, final balance relies on open power suppliers same as all other 

scenarios.  Figure 23 illustrates the steps of open power suppliers. TSO is located on the top 

of the open power supply chain as being the final balance responsible party. TSO is the main 

system operator of the main grid and the responsible party for final balance management. In 

the external market TSO ensures the real time balance during operation time and balance 

settlement after the operation. 

 

In the microgrid, end-users use retailer as their open power supplier and aggregator for 

ancillary services aggregation. However, DSO does not have any involvement in the 

microgrid other than providing the grid structure, operating and maintaining it.  As 

mentioned before, DSO cannot buy and use ancillary services to keep the continuous balance 

in the microgrid. The balance mechanism in the microgrid relies on P2P market and open 

power suppliers. 

 

Figure 23: Balance mechanism in scenario C 
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5.4 Scenario D 
In Scenario D, the microgrid grid infrastructure is owned by DSO like in the previous 

scenario; Scenario C. This means that there will be no need for a microgrid operator in this 

scenario as well. Likewise previous scenario, Scenario D includes an aggregator as internal 

actors together with retailer and these actors also operate in external market. Table 8 

illustrates the roles of actors. Only specific difference between the scenarios is that Scenario 

D allows both energy and balance markets in microgrid. 

 

 Table 8: Actor details of Scenario D 

Actor Name Actor Type Relationship to Microgrid 

(if person/organization) / 

who owns (if 

system/device) 

Role 

TSO Person/     

Organization 

External Actor System operation, real time balance 

management. 

DSO Person/     

Organization 

Internal & External Actor Distribution and congestion management 

Retailer Person/     

Organization 

Internal Actor Buying electricity from wholesale or P2P 

market to satisfy consumers' needs.   

Aggregator Person/     

Organization 

Internal Actor Controlling the end user loads, storages and RE 

production in microgrid, trading them on 

balancing power market. Preparing charging 

schedules for cars.  

Producer Person/     

Organization 

External Actor Produce energy at large scale 

Small-Scale 

Producer 

Person/     

Organization 

Internal Actor Produce energy at small scale 

Prosumer Person/     

Organization 

Internal Actor Produce and consume energy 

Consumer Person/     

Organization 

Internal Actor Consume energy 

Storage System / 

device 

Internal Actor Back up renewable energy systems 
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Smart Meter System / 

device 

DSOs Measure how much energy is produced or used 

and shows the time of the production and 

consumption. 

Metered 

Data 

Gateway 

(MDG) 

System / 

device 

DSO Values that can be read on smart meter is 

provided to microgrid operator (internal market) 

and DSO (external market) through MDG. 

Metering 

Data  

Warehouse 

(MDW) 

System / 

device 

DSO, Retailer and 

aggregator 

A Meter Data Warehouse (MDW) is used for 

storing and managing high amount of historical 

metered data. 

Energy 

Management 

System 

(EMS) 

System / 

device 

Retailer, aggregator, end-

users and DERs  

An energy management system (EMS) is a 

automation system used to monitor, control, and 

optimize the performance of the load and 

generation system. 

HEMS System / 

device 

End-users Provides ability to microgrid operator to control 

loads, production and storage that is available at 

home. 

Energy Data 

Management 

(EDM) 

System / 

device 

TSO, DSO, producer, 

retailer and aggregator 

Energy Data Management (EDM) provides 

effective tools to handle balance settlement, 

forecasting and pricing. 

Customer 

Information 

System 

(CIS) 

System / 

device 

DSO, retailer and 

aggregator 

Creates bills to end users according to data that 

is provided by MDG  

Wholesale 

Market 

System / 

device 

Nord Pool Spot Provides a market platform for large-scale actors 

to trade energy 

Balance 

Market 

System / 

device 

TSO (external market)     

DSO (internal market) 

Provides a market platform to trade in order to 

ensure balance 

P2P Market System / 

device 

- With this platform, any actor can buy and sell 

energy 

Electronic 

Data 

Interface 

(EDI) 

System / 

device 

TSO, DSO, producer, 

retailer&aggregator 

used for data exchange 

 

As shown on table 4, the scenario requires multiple connections to the main grid. In addition, 

it also requires end users to be connected to each other so that they can trade between each 
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other on P2P market. Microgrids that have this kind of market structure is shown on Figure 

18. 

 

5.4.1 Interaction 

Interactions between the actors are shown on the Figure 24. The interactions are mostly same 

as the previous scenario. The only difference is that aggregator can trade the ancillary 

services on P2P market as well. This change would affect only TSO- aggregator and DSO- 

aggregator interactions. All the other interactions between retailer-end user, aggregator-end 

user, end user- end user remain the same.  

 

Figure 24: Actor interaction in Scenario D. 

 

When the interactions of actors is analyzed in details, it can be seen that there are two facts 

that are differentiating from the previous scenario. Firstly, in this scenario there is also a 

balance market that is working together with the P2P market. Accordingly all the internal 

actors are attending to the P2P market including the DSO. Because DSO is responsible for 

the balance of the microgrid and it can use P2P and balance market to ensure it. Secondly, 

the Scenario allows trading before the operation time. In other words, P2P market’s EMS 

communicates with other EMSs and predict the generation for future and allow partners to 
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trade. After the operation MDG gets the information for actual production values and 

prepares a balance settlement. 

 

Figure 25: Detailed actor interactions in internal market 

 

The figure shows that all the EMSs are connected to each other. In practice they may not be 

connected to each other (aggregator can have a separate connection and P2P market can have 

a separate connection to end-users and DERs) or one actor can have more than one energy 

management system. However, including those details in the figure makes the figure too 
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complicated and hard to understand. For that reason, it is assumed that all the EMSs are 

connected to each other. 

 

Figure 26: Detailed actor interactions in external market 

As shown on Figure 26, external market interactions are very similar to Scenario C. The only 

difference is that TSO and DSO can attend to P2P market for purchasing ancillary services. 
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5.4.2 Balance Management 

Markets and services that are used to ensure the balance are shown on the Figure 27. In this 

scenario DSO is responsible with the balance management of the microgrid. It can trade for 

ancillary services not only in balance market but also P2P market to ensure the balance in 

microgrid. Aggregator collects the aggregation services in the microgrid and in external 

market and trade these services on balance and P2P market. 

 

Figure 27: Markets and services used for ensuring the balance 

 

Retailer usually use wholesale and retail markets for its operations. However, in this case 

retailer can also use P2P market actively. For example, if retailer realizes lack of electricity 

15 minutes before the operation time, retailer cannot use the wholesale market anymore. 

They can attend to the P2P market and buy electricity from another retailer. Or another 

option to a retailer in such a situation would be to ask the aggregator to reduce the amount 

of load. This activity is in this scenario since the Scenario allows P2P trading for balance 

services.  
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For the end-users, DR aggregation differs from electricity trading. If a prosumer or consumer 

wants to get their loads aggregated they do not have any other option than having a 

continuous contract with aggregator like all the previous scenarios. Even though the scenario 

allows balance market in internal market, each prosumer or consumer cannot sell their 

flexibility in the P2P market individually because load flexibility requires a continuous 

control mechanism and does not have any alternative in P2P market. In this scenario only 

actor that has authority for load control is aggregator. After loads are aggregated, the 

aggregator can sell it in Spot markets, reserve market, balancing power market and P2P 

market or just use it to increase the profit as it works together with the retailer. 

 

Figure 28 illustrates the open power suppliers and ancillary service responsible parties. In 

this scenario as well TSO is the final balance responsible party in external market while DSO 

is responsible within the microgrid. TSO can buy and use ancillary services in external 

market to ensure the balance and after the operation time it provides the balance settlement. 

In the microgrid, DSO buys and use the ancillary services in order to ensure the balance. 

Moreover, DSO is also responsible for the balance settlement in the microgrid. 

 

Figure 28: Balance mechanism in scenario D 
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5.5 Scenario E 
Scenario E represents a model where the grid is community owned and has single connection 

to the external market, like Scenario B. The feature that differs from Scenario B is that this 

scenario allows not only energy but also balance trading in internal market. Roles of actors 

can be seen on the Table 9. 

 

Table 9: Actor details of Scenario E 

Actor Name Actor Type Relationship to Microgrid 

(if person/organization) / 

who owns (if 

system/device) 

Role 

TSO Person/     

Organization 

External Actor System operation, real time balance 

management in the main grid 

DSO Person/     

Organization 

External Actor Distribution and congestion management in 

the main grid. 

Retailer Person/     

Organization 

External Actor Buying electricity from wholesale or P2P 

market to satisfy consumers' needs.  

Controlling and trading ancillary services. 

Aggregator Person/     

Organization 

External Actor Controlling the external end-user loads, 

storages and RE production, using the 

flexibility to increase profit. Trading on 

ancillary services on external market 

Microgrid 

Operator 

Person/     

Organization 

External Actor Responsible with determining the conditions 

of operation and functioning of the 

microgrid. 

Microgrid 

Operator 

System / 

device 

Internal Actor Microgrid operation, balance and congestion 

management in the microgrid. Controlling 

loads and storages, using the flexibility to 

ensure self-sufficiency of the microgrid. 

Buying electricity from external market in 

case of imbalance. 

Consumer Person/     

Organization 

Internal Actor Consume energy 
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Producer Person/     

Organization 

External Actor Produce energy at large scale 

Small- Scale 

Producer 

Person/     

Organization 

Internal Actor Produce energy at small scale 

Prosumer Person/     

Organization 

Internal Actor Produce and consume energy 

Storage System / 

device 

Internal Actor Back up renewable energy systems 

Smart Meter System / 

device 

All end-users and DERs Measure how much energy is produced or 

used and shows the time of the production 

and consumption. 

Metered 

Data 

Gateway 

(MDG) 

System / 

device 

MO and DSO Values that can be read on smart meter is 

provided to microgrid operator (internal 

market) and DSO (external market) through 

MDG. 

Metering 

Data  

Warehouse 

(MDW) 

System / 

device 

DSO, Retailer and 

aggregator 

A Meter Data Warehouse(MDW) is used for 

storing and managing high amount of 

historical metered data. 

Energy 

Management 

System 

(EMS) 

System / 

device 

MO, end-users, DERs and 

retailer 

An energy management system (EMS) is a 

automation system used to monitor, control, 

and optimize the performance of the load and 

generation system. 

HEMS System / 

device 

End-users Provides ability to microgrid operator to 

control loads, production and storage that is 

available at home. 

Energy Data 

Management 

(EDM) 

System / 

device 

TSO, DSO, producer, 

retailer and aggregator 

Energy Data Management (EDM) provides 

effective tools to handle balance settlement, 

forecasting and pricing. 

Customer 

Information 

System 

(CIS) 

System / 

device 

DSO, MO, retailer and 

aggregator 

Creates bills to end users according to data 

that is provided by MDG  

Wholesale 

Market 

System / 

device 

Nord Pool Spot Provides a market platform for large-scale 

actors to trade energy 

Balance 

Market 

System / 

device 

TSO (external market)       

MO (internal market)  

Provides a market platform to trade in order 

to ensure balance 
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Community 

Market 

System / 

device 

MO Through this platform, any actor can buy and 

sell energy 

Electronic 

Data 

Interface 

(EDI) 

System / 

device 

TSO, DSO, producer, 

retailer&aggregator 

used for data exchange 

 

 The market structure would be same as in Scenario B which is shown on Figure 12. 

5.5.1 Interactions 

Interactions between actors is illustrated on Figure 29. As can be seen interactions are same 

as the scenario B exclude aggregator being able to trade with TSO on P2P market. 

 

Figure 29: Actor interaction in Scenario E. 

 

When the interactions are analyzed in more details on Figure 30, it can be seen that the 

microgrid includes an internal balance market. For that reason, all the actors can trade on 

energy and ancillary services before the operation time. EMS of the market allow actors to 

trade predicted amount of energy that will be produced. After the operation time, information 

for the amount of the actual production is provided to balance responsible party and 

according to this information a balance settlement can be provided to each market 

participant. 
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Figure 30: Detailed actor interactions in internal market 

 

In external market everything is same as the scenario B. Illustration of the external market 

can be seen on Figure 15. 
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5.5.2. Balance Management 

In Scenario E actors use mostly same markets to ensure their balance as in Scenario B. 

However there is a difference in Scenario E, as illustrated on Figure 31, microgrid operator 

attends to the internal balance market to ensure the balance of the microgrid. This would be 

the result of having an internal balance market. In addition, as a result of same reason, MO 

can aggregate the ancillary services and provide it to the aggregator on external market while 

it is not possible in Scenario B. 

 

 

Figure 31: Markets and services used for ensuring the balance 

 

Analysis of the balance mechanism is provided on Figure 32.  It can be seen that the only 

difference between this figure and the Figure 17 is that in this scenario, ancillary services 

can be supplied to the external market.  
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Figure 32: Balance mechanism in scenario E 

 

5.6. Scenario F 
Scenario F represents a community owned microgrid like scenario A, B and E. The scenario 

also allows energy and balance trading in internal market. However, different from other 

community owned scenarios, the scenario presents a model that has multiple connection 

points to external market. Roles of market actors can be seen on the Table 10. 
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Table 10: Actor details of Scenario F 

Actor Name Actor Type Relationship to Microgrid 

(if person/organization) / 

who owns (if 

system/device) 

Role 

TSO Person/     

Organizati

on 

External Actor System operation, real time balance 

management in the main grid 

DSO Person/     

Organizati

on 

Internal & External Actor Distribution and congestion management in the 

main grid. 

Retailer Person/     

Organizati

on 

Internal & External Actor Buying electricity from wholesale or P2P 

market to satisfy consumers' needs.  

Aggregator Person/     

Organizati

on 

Internal & External Actor Controlling the end-user loads, storages and 

RE production, trading these ancillary services 

on various markets. 

Microgrid 

Operator 

Person/     

Organizati

on 

Internal & External Actor Responsible with determining the conditions of 

operation and functioning of the microgrid in 

addition to balance and congestion 

management. 

Consumer Person/     

Organizati

on 

Internal Actor Consume energy 

Producer Person/     

Organizati

on 

External Actor Produce energy at large scale 

Small- Scale 

Producer 

Person/     

Organizati

on 

Internal Actor Produce energy at small scale 

Prosumer Person/     

Organizati

on 

Internal Actor Produce and consume energy 

Storage System / 

device 

Internal Actor Back up renewable energy systems 

Smart Meter System / 

device 

All end-users and DERs Measure how much energy is produced or used 

and shows the time of the production and 

consumption. 
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Metered 

Data 

Gateway 

(MDG) 

System / 

device 

Microgrid Operator and 

DSO 

Values that can be read on smart meter is 

provided to microgrid operator (internal 

market) and DSO (external market) through 

MDG. 

Metering 

Data  

Warehouse 

(MDW) 

System / 

device 

DSO, Retailer and 

aggregator 

A Meter Data Warehouse(MDW) is used for 

storing and managing high amount of historical 

metered data. 

Energy 

Management 

System 

(EMS) 

System / 

device 

 End-users, DERs, retailer 

and aggregator 

An energy management system (EMS) is a 

automation system used to monitor, control, 

and optimize the performance of the load and 

generation system. 

HEMS System / 

device 

End-users Provides ability to microgrid operator to 

control loads, production and storage that is 

available at home. 

Energy Data 

Management 

(EDM) 

System / 

device 

TSO, DSO, producer, 

retailer and aggregator 

Energy Data Management (EDM) provides 

effective tools to handle balance settlement, 

forecasting and pricing. 

Customer 

Information 

System 

(CIS) 

System / 

device 

DSO, microgrid operator, 

retailer and aggregator 

Creates bills to end users according to data that 

is provided by MDG  

Wholesale 

Market 

System / 

device 

Nord Pool Spot Provides a market platform for large-scale 

actors to trade energy 

Balance 

Market 

System / 

device 

MO (internal market) TSO 

(external market) 

Provides a market platform to trade in order to 

ensure balance 

P2P Market System / 

device 

Microgrid operator With this platform, any actor can buy and sell 

energy 

Electronic 

Data 

Interface 

(EDI) 

System / 

device 

TSO, DSO, producer, 

retailer&aggregator 

used for data exchange 

 

 

In previous scenarios internal microgrid operator was an essential part of the microgrid 

because scenarios allowed only one connection to external market and microgrid operator 

was responsible for buying energy and supplying it to end-users. However, the situation 
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differs in this scenario, each end-user can choose their retailer or they can use P2P market 

and buy energy from any actor on external market. Retailer and aggregator are internal and 

external actors meaning they can act within the microgrid and outside of the microgrid. And 

different from other scenarios, it is assumed that they do not belong to the same company. 

 

In the scenario, there is a focus on decentralization of market and more common utilization 

of P2P market in the microgrid. It is targeted to create a model that relies on P2P market and 

self-sufficiency. Having multi connections to external market allows the model to be 

decentralized and gives more freedom to its users. Market structure of the model can be seen 

on Figure 15. In the scenario end users are free to trade on energy with any retailer, small 

scale producer or prosumer. In addition, end users can also have a contract with a retailer of 

their choice and supply energy from an open power supplier. 

 

5.6.1 Interactions 

Figure 33 shows the interactions that occur in Scenario F. In this scenario, retailer does not 

have to buy the energy from wholesale market, it can also use the P2P market to buy energy 

from a small-scale producer. Aggregator controls the ancillary services in the microgrid and 

in external grid and trade them on balance markets or P2P market. If prosumers want to sell 

produced electricity, they can either aggregate via aggregator or offer on P2P market.  
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Figure 33: Actor interaction in Scenario F. 

Scenario provides many options to end-users. End-users can buy energy from a contracted 

retailer or they can interact with a prosumer, small-scale producer or retailer on P2P market. 

Microgrid operator only interacts with aggregator in order to use ancillary services. 
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Figure 34: Detailed actor interactions in internal market 
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The only possible problem in this scenario is that prosumers and consumers are not very 

experienced actors in the electricity market and they have an active role in trading. For that 

reason, they can perform unnecessary trading and decrease the overall efficiency of the 

system. In order to prevent this problem, prosumer and consumer should have a good 

forecast system for load and energy production. 

 

Figure 35: Detailed actor interactions in external market 
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Detailed Actor interactions of Scenario F is mostly same as the Scenario D. The only 

difference between the external markets of two scenarios is that there is MO in Scenario F 

while it is not an actor in Scenario D. 

 

5.6.2 Balance Management 

Like all other scenarios, in this scenario also all the actors are responsible from their own 

balance. Actors use various markets for ensuring their balance and as can be seen on the 

figure, P2P market forms a big part of the market. 

 

 

Figure 36: Markets and services used for ensuring the balance 

 

Retailer buys energy from wholesale market and provide it to end-users. The retailer is able 

to attend wholesale market because it supplies electricity not only to one microgrid but also 

to other consumers. Aggregator aggregates the ancillary services in the microgrid and trade 

them on balance market. It is assumed that the aggregator also works in the similar way as 

retailer does. Aggregator interacts with end-users for load, storage and renewable energy 
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aggregation. Aggregator can attend to balancing market or P2P market to trade ancillary 

services. 

 

It can be said that, the scenario mostly relies on self-sufficiency. However, there can still be 

congestions or unexpected situations occurring in the microgrid. Unlike other community 

owned scenarios, microgrid operator is not an open power supply of end-users instead 

retailer is. However, microgrid operator is still responsible with the balance management of 

the microgrid. Operator can use P2P market or balance markets to ensure it. For example, if 

there is congestion in the microgrid, operator can buy and use ancillary services that 

aggregator provide to manage congestion.  

 

Figure 37: Balance mechanism in scenario F 
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5.7 Results 
Each scenario comes with different drivers and limitations. When comparing all analyzed 

scenarios, Scenario A can be described as the most primitive option of all. It is a suitable 

option for a small community that wants to be part of a microgrid and buy their own energy. 

The scenario does not require any advanced mechanism, it is just based on buying and 

sharing the energy that will flow through their own network structure. This scenario also has 

some limitations. For example, since scenario A does not allow an internal market, it is not 

suitable for individual small-scale production or storage resources. These kind of resources 

aim to provide energy or back-up to the local market and if there is no market they cannot 

trade the resources. If a microgrid also includes DERs they would need to eliminate the 

scenario A for being an option to them while all others can be applied. 

 

All the scenarios excluding Scenario A provide the option of P2P trading. However, some 

scenarios are not capable of providing real time P2P trading while others are. The reason 

behind this difference is internal balance market. In absence of an internal balance market, 

it is not possible to track predicted and actual production/consumptions values. Scenarios 

such as Scenario B and C do not have internal balance market for that reason they cannot 

handle P2P trading at real-time while Scenario D, E and F can provide the possibility to do 

it so. 

 

In some scenarios end-users do not have any other option than using the internal market. For 

example, in Scenario A, B and E microgrid has a single connection point to the external 

market. In such a case it is not possible for a microgrid member to participate in different 

markets other than the internal market. On the other hand, Scenario, C, D, and F have 

multiple connections to the external market which means even though an actor is physically 

part of the microgrid it does not necessarily mean that the actor will use the microgrid’s 

internal market for their trading. 

 

When the scenarios are analyzed it can be observed that Scenario D and F provide the 

maximum options to its users. They have both energy and balance internal markets allowing 

actors to trade before or during operation time. In addition, they have multiple connection 
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points to external market which is giving freedom of trading in internal and external markets. 

However, in the contrary they also have a disadvantage of requiring an advanced technical 

mechanism. Advanced mechanisms with highly automated systems also require a high 

amount of investment for implementation of the physical structure. 

In conclusion, there is not a single market model that can be called perfect and be applied to 

all scenarios. Instead there are optimum market model alternatives that suit the required 

activities, conditions and economic availability.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
Finnish Electricity market is a strong market structure that functions well. However, in the 

future the main energy production types may change and become more distributed. For 

example, nowadays most of the energy is produces by large scale producers but in the future 

the main means of energy production may be based on distributed renewable energy 

production. Accordingly, grid structure may also develop in a different way and become 

decentralized. As a result of these developments, electricity market may also require some 

changes to adopt. 

 

Microgrid network structure enables decentralization and provides an increased resilience to 

the energy system. For that reason, it is logical to expect microgrids to play an extensive role 

on future grid structures. However, the energy system does not only consist of a physical 

grid structure but also of the electricity market. In order to be able to talk about a well-

functioning energy system, there needs to be a well-functioning market that supports the grid 

infrastructure as well. The objective of the thesis was to provide electricity market 

alternatives for microgrids.  

 

In order to understand the electricity market, first of all market players' roles should be 

understood well. In the thesis, the role of each actor is analyzed based on a literature research. 

In literature, it is common to burden an actor with certain roles while in practice it is not very 

simple. Actor's role and attitude may change dramatically with changing market conditions. 

If microgrid operator is taken as an example, in Scenario A, B and E one of the duties of 

operator is to buy electricity from external retail market in order to satisfy end-users’ needs. 

However, in Scenario F this activity is not required from microgrid operator. Another 

example can be retailer. In a case, a retailer can be doing only retailing job while in another 

case doing aggregation in addition to retailing. As a result, it can be said that it is hard to 

burden an actor with certain roles. 

 

One of the most important outcomes of the study is possible needs of new market concepts. 

For example, P2P trading and communal markets are new alternatives in electricity market 
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that are defined in this study. However, according to new scenarios and new conditions more 

concepts may be needed and can be created.  These two examples are created because the 

current markets alone are not enough to answer requirements and needs of users in every 

circumstances. With decentralization and changing producer- consumer behavior it is likely 

to expect changes in market concepts as well. Decentralization of electricity market also 

prevents market to be in a fixed form; it becomes more flexible and open to new alternatives. 

 

Changes in the system may also require new implementations. For example, for utilization 

of demand response it is essential to change traditional measurement infrastructure to smart 

meters. Another example can be Blockchain technology. It is a commonly used technology 

for P2P trading and in the case that P2P trading is used in an area (city, country or continent), 

the whole area must implement the required technology as well. This reflects the economical 

perspective of the market changes. Since this study is at a very beginning stage, it is hard to 

predict economic perspective. However, in the future steps of the work it should be reflected.  

 

Electricity market in microgrids is a new concept that does not have many examples yet. In 

addition to that P2P trading and Blockchain technology are still in the development stage. It 

will take time until we can see implementations. In this study, electricity market models give 

superficial information instead of detailed market structures. It would require more studies 

to reach to more realistic results.  However, it should be emphasized that the future electricity 

market will head in this direction. In conclusion, there is not a single scenario to be titled as 

the best or optimum option. Each scenario has its advantages and disadvantages. It would be 

possible to choose the best option only if the microgrid conditions and expectations of actors 

are known.   
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